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Preface
Welcome to the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Applications Plant Manager’s Dashboard
Implementation Guide.

Audience
This guide is intended for implementers and end users of the JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne Plant Manager’s Dashboard system.

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Products
This implementation guide refers to these JD Edwards EnterpriseOne products from
Oracle:
■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Condition-Based Maintenance.

■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Inventory Management.

■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Plant Manager's Dashboard.

■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Sales Order Management.

■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Shop Floor Management.

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Application Fundamentals
Additional, essential information describing the setup and design of the system
resides in companion documentation, JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Console Fundamentals
Implementation Guide. The companion documentation consists of important topics that
apply to many or all JD Edwards EnterpriseOne product lines:
■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Address Book Implementation Guide.

■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Accounts Payable Implementation Guide.

■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Accounts Receivable Implementation Guide.

■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Condition-Based Maintenance Implementation Guide.

■

■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Customer Relationship Management Support Applications
Implementation Guide.
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Financial Management Solutions Application Fundamentals
Implementation Guide.

■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne General Accounting Implementation Guide.

■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Shop Floor Management Implementation Guide.
vii

■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Work Orders Implementation Guide.

■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Tools Foundation Guide

Customers must conform to the supported platforms for the release as detailed in the
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne minimum technical requirements. In addition, JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne may integrate, interface, or work in conjunction with other Oracle
products. Refer to the cross-reference material in the Program Documentation at
http://oracle.com/contracts/index.html for Program prerequisites and version
cross-reference documents to assure compatibility of various Oracle products.
See Also:
■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Applications Console Fundamentals
Implementation Guide.

Documentation Accessibility
For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle
Accessibility Program website at
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc.
Access to Oracle Support
Oracle customers have access to electronic support through My Oracle Support. For
information, visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or
visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs if you are hearing
impaired.

Related Documents
You can access related documents from the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Release
Documentation Overview pages on My Oracle Support. Access the main
documentation overview page by searching for the document ID, which is 1308615.1,
or by using this link:
https://support.oracle.com/CSP/main/article?cmd=show&type=NOT&id=1308615.1
To navigate to this page from the My Oracle Support home page, click the Knowledge
tab, and then click the Tools and Training menu, JD Edwards EnterpriseOne, Welcome
Center, Release Information Overview.

Conventions and Screen Images
The following text conventions are used in this document:
Convention

Meaning

Bold

Indicates field values.

Italics

Indicates emphasis and JD Edwards EnterpriseOne or other
book-length publication titles.

Monospace

Indicates a JD Edwards EnterpriseOne program, other code
example, or URL.

Additionally, some screen images in this guide have been retained from the previous
release to preserve the information represented in the screen images. As a result, some

viii

screen images might not reflect the most current user interface in the JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne software.

ix

x

1
Introduction to JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
Plant Manager's Dashboard
1

This chapter contains the following topics:
■

Section 1.1, "JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Plant Manager's Dashboard Overview"

■

Section 1.2, "JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Plant Manager's Dashboard Integrations"

■

Section 1.3, "JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Plant Manager's Dashboard
Implementation"

1.1 JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Plant Manager's Dashboard Overview
The ability of a manufacturer to service and excel in a competitive environment
depends on the capabilities of the manufacturer to reduce costs, maximize
productivity, and maintain high standards of quality. A manufacturer must be able to
measure fundamental operating metrics and report that data to accountable personnel.
Management must be able to analyze, improve, and control operations, as well as
evaluate the results of all business improvement initiatives. Operational metrics are
tied to the overall strategic goals for an organization, and the metrics indicate whether
the organization is moving towards or away from the goals. The JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne Plant Manager's Dashboard (PMD) system from Oracle provides the
management tool for meeting these demands.
The JD Edwards EnterpriseOne PMD system provides operational analytics that
identify performance successes or operational inefficiencies across the supply chain. JD
Edwards EnterpriseOne PMD supplies metrics across six key areas that define the
operational performance of manufacturing companies:
■

Cash and Capital Management

■

Customer Shipment Performance

■

Inventory Management Effectiveness

■

Manufacturing Performance

■

Revenue Management

■

Supplier Performance

Each of these key areas includes a number of metrics for analyzing business
performance.
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Note: This implementation guide uses a generic set of metric
groups based on the key areas. Each metric is included in one of the
key area groups. Metric groups are user-defined; the groups in this
implementation guide are for example purposes only.

Note:

1.1.1 Metrics
The JD Edwards EnterpriseOne PMD system provides 23 different metrics, and one
alert, to help manufacturers analyze operations.
These tables list the operational metrics, the type of default display for each metric,
and whether goals are allowed:
Cash and Capital
Management Metric

Type of Default Display

Goals Allowed

Cash to Cash Cycle Time

Bar chart with goal marker

Yes

Days Payable Outstanding

Bar chart with goal marker

Yes

Days Sales in Inventory

Bar chart with goal marker

Yes

Days Sales Outstanding

Bar chart with goal marker

Yes

Customer Shipment
Performance Metric

Type of Default Display

Goals Allowed

Backorder Amount

Bar chart with goal marker

Yes

Backorder Count

Bar chart

No

Book to Ship Days

Bar chart with goal marker

Yes

On-Time Shipments to
Customer Request Date

Stacked bar chart

Yes

On-Time Shipments to
Promise Date Aggregate

Pie chart

No

On-Time Shipments to
Promise Date Trend

Stacked bar chart

Yes

Past Due Order Line Amount

Bar chart with goal marker

Yes

Past Due Order Line Count

Bar chart

No

Promise to Request Date
Variance

Grid

No

Inventory Management
Effectiveness Metric

Type of Default Display

Goals Allowed

Inventory Turns

Grid

Yes

Manufacturing Performance
Metric

Type of Default Display

Goals Allowed

Actual to Planned Production
Costs

Combo chart

No

On-Time Production
Completions

Stacked bar chart

Yes
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Revenue Management
Metric

Type of Default Display

Goals Allowed

Booked Order Value

Bar chart

No

Backlog

Bar chart

No

Projected Revenue

Bar chart

No

Shipped Revenue

Bar chart

No

Supplier Performance Metric Type of Default Display

Goals Allowed

Material Lead Time
Exceptions

Grid

No

On Time Delivery

Grid

No

Pass Quality Trend

Grid

No

1.2 JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Plant Manager's Dashboard Integrations
The JD Edwards EnterpriseOne PMD system integrates with these JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne systems from Oracle:
■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Accounts Payable

■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Accounts Receivable

■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Condition-Based Maintenance

■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne General Accounting

■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Inventory Management

■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Procurement

■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Sales Order Management

■

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Shop Floor Management

1.2.1 JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Accounts Payable
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne PMD integrates with JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Accounts
Payable to determine the purchase orders that have been received and not yet paid.
The system uses accounts payable information to calculate the Days Payable
Outstanding and the Cash-to-Cash Cycle Time metrics.

1.2.2 JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Accounts Receivable
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne PMD integrates with JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Accounts
Receivable to determine the sales orders that have been shipped for which payment
has not yet been received. The system uses account receivable information to calculate
the Days Sales Outstanding and the Cash-to-Cash Cycle Time metrics.

1.2.3 JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Condition-Based Maintenance
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne PMD integrates with JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM) to enable you to receive alerts when equipment
tolerances are unacceptable. The JD Edwards EnterpriseOne CBM system along with
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Capital Asset Management enables you to identify
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equipment, set up maintenance tasks and intervals, set up equipment tolerances, and
track equipment downtime.

1.2.4 JD Edwards EnterpriseOne General Accounting
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne PMD integrates with JD Edwards EnterpriseOne General
Accounting to gather the base data for metrics. The system loads the data from the
general ledger into the PMD tables to use for calculating metric performance.

1.2.5 JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Inventory Management
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne PMD integrates with JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Inventory
Management to determine the number of items in inventory. The system uses
inventory information along with general accounting information to calculate the
Inventory Turns, the Days Sales in Inventory, and the Cash-to-Cash Cycle Time
metrics.

1.2.6 JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Procurement
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne PMD integrates with JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
Procurement to determine the status of purchase orders, receipt quantities, and
inspection information. The system uses procurement information to calculate the
Supplier Lead Time Exception metric, Supplier On Time Delivery metric, and Pass
Quality metric.

1.2.7 JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Sales Order Management
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne PMD integrates with JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Sales
Order Management to gather the base data for metrics. The system loads the data from
the Sales Order Detail and Sales Order History tables into the PMD tables to use for
metric tracking. The system uses sales order information to determine the status of
sales orders, shipment quantities and dates, and current and projected revenue.

1.2.8 JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Shop Floor Management
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne PMD integrates with JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Shop
Floor Management to determine the status and costs of work orders. The system uses
work order information to calculate the On Time Production Completions and Actual
to Planned Production cost variance metric information.

1.3 JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Plant Manager's Dashboard
Implementation
Implementation tasks are common to all consoles in the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
Console system. The steps to implement the system are documented in the JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne Console Fundamentals Implementation Guide.
See "JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Console Implementation" in the JD Edwards
EnterpriseOne Applications Console Fundamentals Implementation Guide.
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2
Loading Data for JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
Plant Manager's Dashboard
2

This chapter contains the following topics:
■

Section 2.1, "Understanding PMD Data Loading"

■

Section 2.2, "Understanding the General Ledger Data Loads"

■

■

Section 2.3, "Setting Processing Options for Sales Order Activity Data Load
(R80D221C)"
Section 2.4, "Running the Sales Order Activity Data Load Program"

2.1 Understanding PMD Data Loading
The JD Edwards EnterpriseOne PMD system uses multiple batch programs to load
and create the metric data information. You must run the batch programs in a
sequential manner for the metric data to be complete and accurate. This diagram
illustrates the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne PMD business process flow for data:
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Figure 2–1 JD Edwards EnterpriseOne PMD business process

The system must populate tables with data within the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
PMD before you can run subsequent batch programs. The programs have been
grouped into different levels based on the data contingencies:
Level

Program

One

Date Dimension (R80D100)

Two

Sales Order Fact Data Load (R80D010)
Sales Order Activity Data Load (R80D221C)
Manufacturing On Time Completions
(R80D230)
Manufacturing Planned vs. Actual Cost
Variance (R80D231)
Supplier On-Time Delivery (R80D250)
Material Lead Time Exception (R80D251)
Supplier Pass Quality Performance (R80D252)
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Level

Program

Three

Days Sales Outstanding Aggregate (R80D200)
On-Time Shipment Customer Request Date
Data Load (R80D210)
On-Time Shipment Promised Date Data Load
(R80D211)
Past Due Processing (R80D212)
Backorder Processing (R80D213)
Variance Processing (R80D214)
Book to Ship Days Processing (R80D215)
Booked Orders Aggregate Date Load
(R80D240)
Shipped Orders Processing (R80D241)
Projected Revenue Processing (R80D242)
Backlog Processing (R80D243)

Four

Days Payable Outstanding Data Load
(R80D201)
Inventory Data Load (R80D220)

Five

Cash to Cash (R80D202)

This flowchart illustrates the sequential order in which all the PMD data load batch
programs should be run:
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Figure 2–2 JD Edwards EnterpriseOne PMD data process flow

These detail flowcharts show the sequence and frequency that is recommended for
each data load batch program to keep the data accurate and timely:
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Figure 2–3 Level one and two batch programs
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Figure 2–4 Level three and four batch programs

The Inventory Data Load program calculates the metric data
for the Inventory Turns and the Days Sales in Inventory metrics.

Note:
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Figure 2–5 Level five batch programs

2.2 Understanding the General Ledger Data Loads
The system loads data to the General Ledger Aggregate table (F80D221) to calculate
performance for the Days Sales in Inventory, Inventory Turns, and Days Payable
Outstanding metrics. You add records to the General Ledger Aggregate table using the
Sales Order Activity Data Load program (R80D221C).
The R80D221C program retrieves sales order records from the Sales Order Detail File
table (F4211) and the Sales Order History table (F42119) that have been invoiced
during the 365 days preceding the current date.
The system stores the total extended cost amounts in the F80D221 table by
branch/plant and short item number.
The system must evaluate data in the appropriate context to process metric
calculations. The R80D221C program converts the currency to the default currency
code that is specified in the Dashboard Constants program (P80D300).
This flowchart shows the sequence for the data load batch programs for the general
ledger to keep the data accurate and timely:
Figure 2–6 General Ledger Data Load program flow

The system stores the last run date for the R80D221C program in the PMD - UBE
Timestamp table (F80D101) for informational purposes. The first time you run the
R80D221C program, the system creates a new record in the F80D101 table with the
Loading Data for JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Plant Manager's Dashboard
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date and time. When you run the R80D221C program again, the system updates the
existing record in the F80D101 table with a new run date and time.

2.3 Setting Processing Options for Sales Order Activity Data Load
(R80D221C)
Processing options enable you to specify the default processing for the Sales Order
Activity Data Load program.

2.3.1 Display
This processing option controls the print output.
Level of Detail to Print

Specify whether the system prints a full detailed report or errors only. Values are:
■
■

Blank: The system prints errors only.
1: The system prints a detailed report of the processed records and any errors
generated.

2.4 Running the Sales Order Activity Data Load Program
Enter BV in the Fast Path field, and then enter R80D221C in the Batch Application
field.
The R80D221C program selects records in the Sales Order Detail File (F4211) and Sales
Order History (F42119) tables with an invoice date in the 365 days preceding the
current date.
Using both the F4211 and F42119 tables enables you to select sales orders for the entire
year regardless of how many months or years have been purged from the F4211 table.
For example, you maintain only the last three months of sales orders in the F4211 table
and purge the other nine months of the year to the F42119 table. Using both tables
enables the R80D221C program to retrieve records for the first three months from the
F4211 table and for the other nine months from the F42119 table.
The F4211 table is the primary table for the batch program. The R80D221C program
contains data selection options for the fields in the F4211 table. These fields are
identical in the F42119 table; therefore, the data selection that you set for the F4211
table applies to the F42119 table as well.
The system totals the values in the Amount – Extended Cost field for the selected
records for each branch/plant and short item number and either creates or updates
records in the existing F80D221 table.
The R80D221C program creates records in the F80D221 table only for sales orders for
which invoices were created in the 365 days preceding the current date. You must run
the R80D221C program before these programs within JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
PMD:
■

Inventory Data Load (R80D220)

■

Days Payable Outstanding (R80D201)

The listed programs use information from the F80D221 table to aggregate data for the
corresponding metric calculations.
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This chapter contains the following topics:
■

Section 3.1, "Understanding PMD Components"

■

Section 3.2, "Managing Cash and Capital"

■

Section 3.3, "Managing Customer Shipment Performance"

■

Section 3.4, "Managing Inventory Effectiveness"

■

Section 3.5, "Managing Manufacturing Performance"

■

Section 3.6, "Managing Revenue"

■

Section 3.7, "Managing Supplier Performance"

3.1 Understanding PMD Components
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne PMD consists of these key areas for metric performance:
Key Area

Description

Cash and Capital Management

Provides information about where the capital
of the manufacturer is located and how well it
is being managed.

Customer Shipment Performance

Provides information about the health of the
order fulfillment process.

Inventory Management Effectiveness

Provides summary information about
inventory turns.

Manufacturing Performance

Provides information about the reliability of
the manufacturing process.

Revenue Management

Provides greater business insight related to
future cash receipts and overall revenue
performance.

Supplier Performance

Provides summary and detailed information
about supplier performance.

Each of the components tracks a number of operational metrics.

3.1.1 Prerequisites
Before using the Dashboard program (P80D350), complete these tasks:
■

Set up the console.
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See "Setting Up Consoles" in the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Applications Console
Fundamentals Implementation Guide.
■

Run the Date Dimension program (R80D100).
See "Loading Data" in the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Applications Console
Fundamentals Implementation Guide.

■

Run the appropriate data load batch programs.
See "Appendix: JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Console Data Movement Reports" in
the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Applications Console Fundamentals Implementation
Guide.

3.2 Managing Cash and Capital
This section provides an overview of cash and capital management and discusses how
to:
■

Set processing options for the Cash to Cash program (R80D202).

■

Run the Cash to Cash program (R80D202).

■

Analyze cash to cash cycle time.

■

Set processing options for the Days Payable Outstanding Data Load program
(R80D201).

■

Run the Days Payable Outstanding Data Load program (R80D201).

■

Analyze days payable outstanding.

■

Set processing options for the Inventory Data Load program (R80D220).

■

Run the Inventory Data Load program (R80D220).

■

Analyze days sales in inventory.

■

Set processing options for the Days Sales Outstanding Aggregate program
(R80D200).

■

Run the Days Sales Outstanding Aggregate program (R80D200).

■

Analyze days sales outstanding.

3.2.1 Understanding Cash and Capital Management
Manufacturing companies invest much capital producing and shipping products, such
as the cost of raw materials to make products, labor and machine time consumed in
production, shipping charges, sales commissions, and so on.
Cash and capital management provides information about where the capital of the
manufacturer is located and how well it is being managed. The metrics help determine
the overall financial health of the manufacturer, the ability of the manufacturer to
leverage inventory investments, and the overall value of the manufacturer.
Cash and capital management consists of these performance metrics:
Metric

Description

Cash to Cash Cycle Time

Illustrates the overall financial health of a
manufacturer. Cash to Cash Cycle Time is
calculated as:
Cash to Cash Cycle Time = DSO + DSI – DPO
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Metric

Description

Days Payable Outstanding (DPO)

Measures how much a manufacturer owes
creditors in terms of days of sales. DPO is
calculated as:
=Total open accounts payable for an
item/branchTotal cost of sales for the branch /
360

Days Sales in Inventory (DSI)

Shows how much capital is tied up in the
inventory of the manufacturer. DSI is
calculated as:
=Total on-hand inventory cost for an
item/branchTotal cost of sales for the branch /
360

Days Sales Outstanding (DSO)

Measures how much capital is tied up in the
outstanding accounts receivables of the
manufacturer. DSO is calculated as:
=Total open accounts receivablesRunning 52
week sales calculation / 360

3.2.2 Setting Processing Options for the Cash to Cash Program (R80D202)
Processing options enable you to specify the default processing for the Cash to Cash
program.

3.2.2.1 Display
This processing option controls the print output.
Level of Detail to Print

Specify whether the system prints a detailed report or errors only.
Values are:
■
■

Blank: The system prints errors only.
1: The system prints a detailed report of the processed records and any errors that
occurred.

3.2.3 Running the Cash to Cash Program (R80D202)
Enter BV in the Fast Path field, and then enter R80D202 in the Batch Application field.
The Cash to Cash program (R80D202) calculates the Cash to Cash Cycle Time as DSO
plus DSI minus DPO. For example, a manufacturer has a DSO of 45 days, DSI of 60
days, and DPO of 40 days, resulting in a Cash to Cash Cycle Time of 65 days. Another
manufacturer has DSO of 10 days, DSI of five days, and DPO of 20 days, resulting in a
Cash to Cash Cycle Time of –5 days, which is a goal that every manufacturer wants to
achieve. The system calculates the Cash to Cash Cycle Time at a point in time and
moves forward; the system cannot determine previous Cash to Cash Cycle Time
values.
The system stores the Cash to Cash Cycle Time value in the Cash to Cash Cycle
Aggregate table (F80D202). The Cash to Cash Cycle Time is accurate as of the last date
that you ran the Cash to Cash program. You should run the program weekly so that
the trend can be displayed.
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You must run the Days Sales Outstanding, Days Payable
Outstanding, and Inventory Data Load programs before the Cash to
Cash program.

Note:

3.2.4 Analyzing Cash to Cash Cycle Time
Access the appropriate metric group on the Plant Manager's Dashboard form.
The Cash to Cash Cycle Time metric is a powerful measure of the overall financial
health of a manufacturer. The Cash to Cash Cycle Time metric reflects the difference
between the capital that the manufacturer has tied up in accounts receivable and
inventory, and the cash that the manufacturer owes to suppliers. The system expresses
the Cash to Cash Cycle Time metric in number of days worth of sales.
A low cash-to-cash cycle time indicates that the manufacturer is managing capital
well, not tying up too much cash in receivables and inventory, and not being overly
eager to pay suppliers quickly. A high cash-to-cash cycle time indicates that the
manufacturer may have too much capital tied up in accounts receivable and inventory,
or that a significant delay occurs between the time that the manufacturer must pay
suppliers and when it receives cash from customers. Companies strive to achieve the
lowest cash-to cash-cycle time possible.
Studies confirm a high correlation between low cash-to-cash cycle days and high
earnings per share. The trend over time enables managers to quickly determine
whether recent actions are adding value to the manufacturer. Using the three
components of the Cash to Cash Cycle Time metric—DSO, DSI, and DPO—can help
managers understand the factors affecting changes in the metric.
The system presents the Cash to Cash Cycle Time metric as a bar chart that depicts the
number of days in the Cash to Cash Cycle Time (Y axis) for the date on which the
system calculated the metric (X axis):
Figure 3–1 Cash to Cash Cycle Time chart
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The system displays the values for all previous Cash to Cash Cycle Time calculations
in the chart. If the Cash to Cash Cycle Time calculation was zero days, the system
displays a zero value bar for the period. If no calculation was performed for a period,
the system does not display a bar.
You can define a goal value for Cash to Cash Cycle Time. You enter the goal as a single
number that represents the target Cash to Cash Cycle Time. If the Cash to Cash Cycle
Time exceeds the goal value, the system considers the goal breached. The system
displays the goal as a diamond marker for each bar on the chart.
See Also:
■

Cash to Cash Cycle Time Aggregate Table.

3.2.5 Setting Processing Options for the Days Payable Outstanding Data Load Program
(R80D201)
Processing options enable you to specify the default processing for the Days Payable
Outstanding Data Load program.

3.2.5.1 Defaults
This processing option controls the print output.
1. Level of Detail to Print

Specify whether the system prints a detailed report or errors only.
Values are:
■
■

Blank: The system prints errors only.
1: The system prints a detailed report of the processed records and any errors
generated.

3.2.6 Running the Days Payable Outstanding Data Load Program (R80D201)
Enter BV in the Fast Path field, and then enter R80D201 in the Batch Application field.
The Days Payable Outstanding program (R80D201) calculates DPO by determining the
last 52-week total cost of sales for the branch divided by 360 and then dividing the
number into the total open payables for the branch. The system calculates DPO at a
point in time and moves forward; the system cannot determine previous DPO values.
The system stores the DPO value in the Days Payable Outstanding Aggregate table
(F80D201). The DPO value is accurate as of the last date that you ran the Days Payable
Outstanding program. You should run the program weekly so that the trend can be
displayed.
You must run the Sales Order Activity Data Load program
(R80D221C) before the Days Payable Outstanding program.

Note:

You must run the Days Payable Outstanding program before the Cash
to Cash program (R80D202).

3.2.7 Analyzing Days Payable Outstanding
Access the appropriate metric group on the Plant Manager's Dashboard form.
Days Payable Outstanding (DPO) is a widely used metric that measures how much a
manufacturer currently owes to creditors, expressed in the number of days sales that
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are required to cover what is owed. The result of the DPO calculation informs
managers how long, on average, the manufacturer takes to pay bills.
A high DPO number indicates that the manufacturer can wait a long time to pay bills,
possibly longer than the time required to get money from customers, as calculated
using DSO. Manufacturers must balance between maintaining good relationships with
suppliers and acting as responsible, high-integrity members of the supply chain.
Continuously being late in paying bills can damage important relationships with key
suppliers. Companies strive to keep DPO as high as possible.
Keeping DPO as high as possible and DSO and DSI as low as possible indicates that
the manufacturer has a healthy cash flow. A manufacturer that produces products to
order, bills customers immediately upon order receipt, and pays suppliers only after
materials are consumed and shipped has a DPO that is longer than the DSO. A DPO
that is longer than the DSO indicates that the manufacturer receives money from
customers before they must pay suppliers, which is an enviable business model. Most
companies aspire to, but few achieve, the business model of DPO longer than DSO.
The system presents the DPO metric as a bar chart that depicts the number of days of
payable outstanding (Y axis) for the date on which the system calculated the metric (X
axis):
Figure 3–2 Days Payables Outstanding chart

The system displays the values for all previous DPO calculations in the chart. If the
DPO calculation was zero days, the system displays a zero value bar for the period. If
no calculation was performed for a period, the system does not display a bar.
You can define a goal value for DPO. You enter the goal as a single number that
represents the target DPO. If the DPO exceeds the goal value, the system considers the
goal breached. The system displays the goal as a diamond marker for each bar on the
chart.
See Also:
■

Days Payable Outstanding Aggregate Table.
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3.2.8 Setting Processing Options for the Inventory Data Load Program (R80D220)
Processing options enable you to specify the default processing for the Inventory Data
Load program.

3.2.8.1 Display
This processing option controls the print output.
1. Level of Detail to Print

Specify whether the system prints a detailed report or errors only.
Values are:
■
■

Blank: The system prints errors only.
1: The system prints a detailed report of the processed records and any errors that
occurred.

3.2.9 Running the Inventory Data Load Program (R80D220)
Enter BV in the Fast Path field, and then enter R80D220 in the Batch Application field.
The Inventory Data Load program (R80D220) calculates both the DSI and the
Inventory Turns. The DSI metric is the inverse of the Inventory Turns calculation.
The system calculates DSI by determining the total 52-week cost of sales for the branch
divided by 360 and then dividing the number into the total on-hand inventory cost by
item and branch. The system calculates DSI at a point in time and moves forward; the
system cannot determine previous DSI values.
The system calculates Inventory Turns as the cost-of-goods sold in the last 52 weeks
divided by the total current inventory value. The system calculates the Inventory Turn
values at a point in time and moves forward; the system cannot determine previous
Inventory Turn values.
The system stores the DSI and Inventory Turns values in the Inventory Aggregate
table (F80D220). The values are accurate as of the last date on which you ran the
Inventory Data Load program. You should run the program weekly to keep the date
current.
You must run the Sales Order Activity Data Load program
(R80D221Cc) before the Inventory Data Load program.

Note:

You must run the Inventory Data Load program before the Cash to
Cash program (R80D202).

3.2.10 Analyzing Days Sales in Inventory
Access the appropriate metric group on the Plant Manager's Dashboard form.
Days Sales in Inventory (DSI) measures how much capital a manufacturer has tied up
in inventory. The result of the DSI calculation informs managers how many days
worth of product sales, at cost, are required to pay for the investment in current
inventory. When the cost of current inventory is high, the manufacturer has invested a
lot of capital in acquiring inventory, and the DSI measure indicates how many days
worth of sales need to be generated to cover that investment.
The higher the DSI number, the more capital the manufacturer has tied up in
inventory. A high number of days can indicate that the inventory of the manufacturer
is full of finished goods that are not selling, or raw materials that production is not
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consuming. When market tastes change and a previously popular product falls out of
favor and becomes obsolete, a manufacturer can be stuck with raw materials. A low
DSI number indicates that the manufacturer is effectively managing inventory.
Companies strive to keep DSI as low as possible.
Many manufacturers work hard to improve on-time shipment performance while
reducing inventory. Managers can review the DSI metric and the On-Time Shipment
metrics to determine whether the measures are moving in the correct direction with
DSI going down and On-Time Shipments going up. The manufacturer can effectively
leverage inventory investments by holding enough inventory to fulfill customer
expectations but not holding more than necessary.
The system displays the DSI metric as a bar chart that depicts the number of days of
sales in inventory (Y axis) for the date on which the system calculated the metric (X
axis):
Figure 3–3 Days Sales in Inventory chart

The system displays the values for all previous DSI calculations in the chart. If the DSI
calculation was zero days, the system displays a zero value bar for the period. If no
calculation was performed for a period, the system does not display a bar.
You can define a goal value for DSI. You enter the goal as a single number that
represents the target DSI. If the DSI exceeds the goal value, the system considers the
goal breached. The system displays the goal as a single diamond marker for each bar
on the chart.
See Also:
■

Inventory Aggregate Table.
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3.2.11 Setting Processing Options for the Days Sales Outstanding Aggregate Program
(R80D200)
Processing options enable you to specify the default processing for the Days Sales
Outstanding Aggregate program.

3.2.11.1 Display
This processing option controls the print output.
1. Level of Detail to Print

Specify whether the system prints a detailed report or errors only.
Values are:
■
■

Blank: The system prints errors only.
1: The system prints a detailed report of the processed records and any errors that
occurred.

3.2.12 Running the Days Sales Outstanding Aggregate Program (R80D200)
Enter BV in the Fast Path field, and then enter R80D200 in the Batch Application field.
The Days Sales Outstanding Aggregate program (R80D200) calculates DSO by
determining the running 52–week sales calculation divided by 360 and then dividing
the number into the total open accounts receivable. The system captures the customer
ledger information for a point in time while calculating the DSO using sales data for a
rolling 12–month time frame. The system calculates DSO at a point in time and moves
forward; the system cannot determine previous DSO values.
The system stores the DSO value in the Days Sales Outstanding Aggregate table
(F80D200). The DSO value is accurate as of the last date on which you ran the Days
Sales Outstanding Aggregate program. You should run the program weekly so that the
trend can be displayed.
You must run the Sales Order Fact Data Load program
(R80D010) before the Days Sales Outstanding Aggregate program.

Note:

You must run the Days Sales Outstanding Aggregate program before
the Cash to Cash program (R80D202).
The DSO value calculated in the dashboard can be different from the DSO value
calculated in the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Accounts Receivable system. The JD
Edwards EnterpriseOne PMD system uses the data within the Sales Order Fact table
(F80D010) to calculate the DSO for the dashboard. Depending on how you set
processing options when loading the data into the table, the system can produce a
different DSO number.

3.2.13 Analyzing Days Sales Outstanding
Access the appropriate metric group on the Plant Manager's Dashboard form.
Days Sales Outstanding (DSO) is a widely used metric that measures how much
capital a manufacturer has tied up in outstanding receivables. The result of the DSO
calculation informs managers how many days worth of product sales have been
shipped to customers and are yet to be paid. When products are shipped on credit,
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companies must wait a certain number of days before receiving cash to recover the
investments made in the shipped product.
The higher the DSO number, the more capital the manufacturer has tied up in accounts
receivable. A high number of days can indicate that customers are slow in paying bills
so the manufacturer has to wait a long time to collect cash. A low number indicates
that customers pay quickly and as a result the manufacturer has a relatively small
amount of capital tied up in receivables. A manufacturer that bills the customers'
credit cards immediately upon receipt of an online order has a very low DSO number
because they have very little money owed to them at any point in time. Companies
strive to keep DSO as low as possible.
The DSO metric displays the trend over time and compares the trend to the DSO goal
of the manufacturer. Increasing trends can indicate trouble collecting receivables from
large customers and can result from surges in shipments, which increases the
outstanding accounts receivables. DSO is considered important in accessing the overall
financial health of a manufacturer, especially when combined with DSI and DPO to
calculate the Cash to Cash Cycle Time.
The system displays the DSO metric as a bar chart that depicts the number of days of
sales outstanding (Y axis) for the date on which the system calculated the metric (X
axis):
Figure 3–4 Days Sales Outstanding chart

The system displays the values for all previous DSO calculations in the chart. If the
DSO calculation was zero days, the system displays a zero value bar for the period. If
no calculation was performed for a period, the system does not display a bar.
You can define a goal value for DSO. You enter the goal as a single number that
represents the target DSO. If the DSO exceeds the goal value, the system considers the
goal breached. The system displays the goal as a diamond marker for each bar on the
chart.
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See Also:
■

Days Sales Outstanding Aggregate Table.

3.3 Managing Customer Shipment Performance
This section provides an overview of customer shipment performance and discusses
how to:
■

Set processing options for the Backorder Processing program (R80D213).

■

Run the Backorder Processing program (R80D213).

■

Analyze backorders.

■

Set processing options for the Book to Ship Days Processing program (R80D215).

■

Run the Book to Ship Days Processing program (R80D215).

■

Analyze book to ship days.

■

■

■
■

Set processing options for the On-Time Shipment Customer Request Date Data
Load program (R80D210).
Run the On-Time Shipment Customer Request Date Data Load program
(R80D210).
Analyze on-time shipments to customer request date.
Set processing options for the On-Time Shipment Promised Date Data Load
program (R80D211).

■

Run the On-Time Shipment Promised Date Data Load program (R80D211).

■

Analyze on-time shipments to promise date.

■

Set processing options for the Past Due Processing program (R80D212).

■

Run the Past Due Processing program (R80D212).

■

Analyze past due order lines.

■

Set processing options for the Variance Processing program (R80D214).

■

Run the Variance Processing program (R80D214).

■

Analyze the promise to request date variance.

3.3.1 Understanding Customer Shipment Performance
Customer demands for exemplary service have escalated in recent years. The
increasing popularity of management philosophies that emphasize minimal
inventories has led manufacturers to order products for delivery on the exact date that
the product is required. To ensure customer satisfaction and remain competitive in the
marketplace, manufacturers must be able to ship products on the customer request
date, not early and not late. Customer shipment performance metrics enable a
manufacturer to analyze and track how frequently, and well, the manufacturer meets
customer expectations.
Customer shipment performance provides information about the health of the order
fulfillment process. The metrics highlight the factors involved in shipping a product,
identify products with lead times that are too long for the market, highlight
unpredictable manufacturing or supplier processes, illustrate the product lead time
from the customer's perspective, and reveal the accuracy of production prioritization
and scheduling decisions.
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This table lists the customer shipment performance metrics:
Metric

Description

Backorder Amount

Illustrates the sales amount in the specified currency of sales
order lines on backorder. The Backorder Amount is
calculated by summing the backorder amount from all sales
order lines that have items on backorder.

Backorder Count

Illustrates the number of sales order lines on backorder. The
Backorder Line Count is calculated by summing the
backorder lines from all sales order lines that have items on
backorder.

Book to Ship Days

Illustrates the number of days between the date that orders
are taken and the actual ship date, by product family. The
Book to Ship Days for a sales order line is calculated as:
Actual ship date – Date order was booked
The average book to ship days for a date range is calculated
as:
=Sum of Book to Ship Days for all sales order lines
shippedNumber of sales order lines shipped

On-Time Shipments to
Customer Request Date

Shows the performance of the manufacturer in shipping
orders on the date that the customer requested the product.
The data is represented as percentages for on-time, early,
and late. The on-time shipment percentage for a specified
date range is calculated as:
=Number of order lines requested to ship that actually
shipped on-timeTotal number of on time, early, and late
orders for the date range
For early and late calculations, the numerator changes
accordingly.

On-Time Shipments to Promise
Date Aggregate

Shows the performance of the manufacturer in shipping
orders on the date promised to the customer. The data is
represented as a percentage for on-time, early, and late
aggregated over a time horizon. The on-time shipment
percentage for a specified date range is calculated as:
=Number of order lines promised to ship that actually
shipped on-timeTotal number of on time, early, and late
orders for the date range
For early and late calculations, the numerator changes
accordingly.

On-Time Shipments to Promise
Date Trend

Displays the trend over a time horizon for the performance
of the manufacturer in shipping orders on the date
promised to the customer. The data is represented as a
percentage for on-time, early, and late. The on-time
shipment percentage for a specified date range is calculated
as:
Number of order lines promised to ship that actually
shipped on-timeTotal number of on time, early, and late
orders for the date range.
For early and late calculations, the numerator changes
accordingly.

Past Due Order Amount

Illustrates the sales amount in the specified currency of sales
order lines that are past due. The Past Due Order Amount is
calculated as the sum of the amount of sales order lines that
have an amount remaining to be shipped and a promised
ship date that is earlier than the current date.
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Metric

Description

Past Due Order Line Count

Illustrates the number of sales order lines that are past due.
The Past Due Order Line Count is calculated as the number
of sales order lines that have an amount remaining to be
shipped and a promised ship date that is earlier than the
current date.

Promise to Request Date
Variance

Displays how often the manufacturer is unable to meet the
date requested by the customer. The data is shown as a
percentage for every day that data is available for the
specified date range. The shipment variance is calculated as:
=Number of order lines for an item with promise date later
than request dateTotal number of order lines for an item
booked

3.3.2 Setting Processing Options for the Backorder Processing Program (R80D213)
Processing options enable you to specify the default processing for the Backorder
Processing program.

3.3.2.1 Display
This processing option controls the print output.
1. Level of Detail to Print

Specify whether the system prints a detailed report or errors only.
Values are:
■
■

Blank: The system prints errors only.
1: The system prints a detailed report of the processed records and any errors that
occurred.

3.3.3 Running the Backorder Processing Program (R80D213)
Enter BV in the Fast Path field, and then enter R80D213 in the Batch Application field.
The Backorder Processing program (R80D213) calculates the backorder amount and
line count for unfilled sales orders.
The system calculates the backorder amount for unfilled sales orders by adding the
backorder amount from each line on the sales order. The system calculates total
backorder amount by adding the backorder amounts for all sales orders that have any
items on backorder.
The system calculates the backorder line count for unfilled sales orders by counting
the backorder lines from each line on the sales order. The system calculates total
backorder line count by counting the backorder lines for all sales orders that have any
items on backorder.
The system stores the backorder amounts and line counts in the Back Order Aggregate
table (F80D213). The backorder data is accurate only as of the last date that you ran the
Backorder Processing program; the system cannot determine previous backorder data.
You should run the Backorder Processing program daily to ensure accuracy of the
Back Order Aggregate table. The system calculates daily backorder amounts and line
counts by date, branch/plant, and item.
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You must run the Sales Order Fact Data Load program
(R80D010) before the Backorder Processing program.

Note:

3.3.4 Analyzing Backorders
Access the appropriate metric group on the Plant Manager's Dashboard form.
The system places sales order lines on backorder status when the manufacturer is
unable to fill the order in the desired time frame. Typically, backorders are caused by a
lack of available inventory. A high number of sales orders on backorder status may
indicate that demand for a product is unexpectedly high and that the manufacturer
cannot increase capacity to meet demands. High backorder numbers can also indicate
that a manufacturer has problems completing finished goods on time or lacks the raw
materials needed to produce products.
The Backorder metrics provides the manufacturer with a view of the backorder trend.
Managers can aggressively respond to increasing backorder quantities. Backorders can
be an indication of an impending falloff of on-time shipments. High backorder
numbers can signal problems in production, available capacity, and supplier
performance.
You should review backorders in conjunction with the On-Time Production
Completions and On-Time Delivery metrics to determine the reason for excessive
backorders. Analyzing the trends in the Booked Order Value metric can show spikes in
demand for products, which can lead to backorders.
Note: In some manufacturing environments, such as make-to-order,
configure-to-order, and assemble-to-order, finished goods inventory is
not available when customers place a sales order, so the system places
a majority of the sales orders lines on backorder status. The value of
the Backorder metrics is diminished in these environments.

The two Backorder metrics are:
■

Backorder Count.

■

Backorder Amount.
Note:

You cannot define a goal value for the Backorder Count metric.

The system presents the Backorder Count metric as a bar chart that shows the number
of backorder lines (Y axis) for a specified date range (X axis):
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Figure 3–5 Back Order Count chart

The system displays the Backorder Amount metric as a bar chart that shows the
backorder amount value in the selected currency (Y axis) for a specified date range (X
axis):
Figure 3–6 BackOrder Amount chart

The Backorder Amount metric shows the sales amount of sales order lines on
backorder and whether the trend is going up or going down.
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The system displays a zero value bar for the periods for which no backorder amount is
found. The system does not leave open spaces in the chart.
You can define a goal value for Backorder Amount. You enter the goal as a single
number in the default currency that represents the maximum target backorder amount
for the manufacturer. If the backorder amount exceeds the goal value, the system
considers the goal breached. The system displays the goal as a diamond marker for
each bar on the chart.
See Also:
■

Back Order Aggregate Table.

3.3.5 Setting Processing Options for the Book to Ship Days Processing Program
(R80D215)
Processing options enable you to specify the default processing for the Book to Ship
Days Processing program.

3.3.5.1 Display
This processing option controls the print output.
1. Level of Detail to Print

Specify whether the system prints a detailed report or errors only.
Values are:
■
■

Blank: The system prints errors only.
1: The system prints a detailed report of the processed records and any errors that
occurred.

3.3.5.2 Process
This processing option controls the number of days that the system uses to load data.
1. Number of Days

Enter the number of days that the system uses to rebuild the data when running
incremental loads. The system starts with the current date and counts back the number
of days specified to load data.

3.3.6 Running the Book to Ship Days Processing Program (R80D215)
Enter BV in the Fast Path field, and then enter R80D215 in the Batch Application field.
The Book to Ship Days Processing program (R80D215) calculates the book to ship days
value and the number of orders shipped for each sales order line in the Sales Order
Fact table (F80D010). The system calculates the Book to Ship Days for each shipped
sales order line by subtracting the value in the Order Date field from the value in the
Actual Ship Date field. The system calculates average Book to Ship Days for all sales
order lines for a date range by taking the sum of the Book to Ship Day value for all
sales order lines shipped divided by the total number of sales order lines shipped.
The system stores the calculated data in the Book to Ship Aggregate table (F80D215).
You should schedule the Book to Ship Days Processing program to run daily to ensure
the accuracy of the Book to Ship Aggregate table. If you do not run the Book to Ship
Days Processing program daily, the metric is accurate as of the last run.
The system uses the value in the PRP4 field in the Item Master table (F4101) to
determine the product family for items.
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You must run the Sales Order Fact Data Load program
(R80D010) before the Book to Ship Days Processing program.

Note:

3.3.7 Analyzing Book to Ship Days
Access the appropriate metric group on the Plant Manager's Dashboard form.
Manufacturers continually strive to reduce book to ship days by improving the
effectiveness of the order fulfillment process, from administrative tasks associated
with order processing to production of the finished goods and inspection, packaging,
and shipping. The Book to Ship Days metric illustrates the total lead time for a
manufacturer from the point of view of a customer. Book to Ship Days measures the
time between the date that a customer places an order and the date that the order
ships.
You should review the Book to Ship Days metric for a single product or a group of like
products, product families, for the most beneficial data. The metric appears by selected
product family and then by items that make up the family. The only search by that is
applicable to the Book to Ship Days metric is product family.
The system presents the Book to Ship Days metric as a bar chart that shows the
number of days between book to ship dates (Y axis) by product family (X axis) for the
month:
Figure 3–7 Book to Ship Days chart

The system displays a bar on the chart for each product family selected. A zero value
bar appears for each product family that had no shipment activity for the specified
month. The system does not leave open spaces in the chart.
You can define a goal value for Book to Ship Days. You enter the goal as a single whole
percentage and the goal represents the maximum average book to ship days for a
product family. If the book to ship days are above the goal for a period, the system
considers the goal breached. The system displays the goal as a diamond marker for
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each product family bar on the chart. The system does not support a single goal for all
product families.
See Also:
■

Book to Ship Aggregate Table.

3.3.8 Setting Processing Options for the On-Time Shipment Customer Request Date
Data Load Program (R80D210)
Processing options enable you to specify the default processing for the On-Time
Shipment Customer Request Date Data Load program.

3.3.8.1 Defaults
These processing options control the print output, the threshold days, and the number
of days that the system uses to load data.
1. Level of Detail to Print

Specify whether the system prints a detailed report or errors only. Values are:
■
■

Blank: The system prints errors only.
1: The system prints a detailed report of the processed records and any errors that
occurred.

2. Threshold Days Prior

Enter a number that denotes the threshold for considering shipments on time. The
system considers any order shipped within the threshold days before the customer
request date as on time. The system considers any order shipped before the threshold
days to be early.
3. Threshold Days After

Enter a number that denotes the threshold for considering shipments on time. The
system considers any order shipped within the threshold days after the customer
request date as on time. The system considers any order shipped after the threshold
days to be late.
4. Number of Days for UBE Rebuild

Enter the number of days that the system uses to rebuild the data when running
incremental loads. The system starts with the current date and counts back the number
of days specified to load data.
If this processing option is left blank, the system runs a full build.

3.3.9 Running the On-Time Shipment Customer Request Date Data Load Program
(R80D210)
Enter BV in the Fast Path field, and then enter R80D210 in the Batch Application field.
The On-Time Shipment Customer Request Date Data Load program (R80D210)
calculates the on-time, early, and late shipments for the date on which the program is
run based on the customer-requested ship date. The date range and thresholds to
delineate on time are user-specified.
On-time shipments are sales order lines for which the value in the Actual Ship Date
field is equal to the value in the Requested Ship Date field. The system calculates the
on-time shipment percentage for a specified date range as the number of order lines
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requested to ship that actually shipped on the requested date divided by the total
number of order lines requested to ship.
Early shipments are sales order lines for which the value in the Actual Ship Date field
is less than the value in the Requested Ship Date field. The system calculates the early
shipment percentage for a specified date range as the number of order lines requested
to ship that actually shipped before the requested date divided by the total number of
order lines requested to ship.
Late shipments are sales order lines for which the value in the Actual Ship Date field is
greater than the value in the Requested Ship Date field. The system calculates the late
shipment percentage for a specified date range as the number of order lines requested
to ship that actually shipped after the requested date divided by the total number of
order lines requested to ship. If the Actual Ship Date field contains no value and the
value in the Requested Ship Date field is in the past, the system considers the sales
order line late.
If you specify threshold days values in the processing options of the On-Time
Shipment Customer Request Date Data Load program, the system adds or subtracts
the value to the value in the Requested Ship Date field.
The system stores the calculated data in the On-Time Shipment Aggregate for Request
Date table (F80D210). You should schedule the On-Time Shipment Customer Request
Date Data Load program to run daily to ensure the accuracy of the On-Time Shipment
Aggregate for Request Date table. If you do not run the program daily, the system
calculates and stores records from the last date and time that you ran the program to
the current date and time.
You must run the Sales Order Fact Data Load program
(R80D010) before the On-Time Shipment Customer Request Date Data
Load program.

Note:

3.3.10 Analyzing On-Time Shipments to Customer Request Date
Access the appropriate metric group on the Plant Manager's Dashboard form.
The On-Time Shipments to Customer Request Date metric measures the ability of a
manufacturer to ship products upon customer request. If a manufacturer has poor
performance in shipping on time to customers, the manufacturer is not satisfying the
demands of the marketplace. Customers will switch to competitors of the
manufacturer if the competitors have better performance. On-time performance below
95 percent can be disastrous in some industries, such as automotive.
In some cases, shipping early can be as bad as shipping late. Companies do not want
to hold inventory any longer than necessary; receiving products early increases
inventory levels and lengthens the amount of time that products are in inventory.
Holding inventory longer affects the ability of the manufacturer to optimize
performance and cash flow. Shipping early can indicate that a manufacturer is
allocating production resources incorrectly, especially if the manufacturer has past-due
sales orders. Shipping orders early while failing to allocate sufficient resources to
ensure that already-late orders are shipped quickly may indicate that shop floor
priorities are incorrect or not clearly identified. Management needs to take action to
ensure that the shop floor has clear and correct priorities. Analysis of the Past Due
Order Line Count and Amount metrics reveal whether a manufacturer is effectively
dealing with past-due sales orders.
A high late-shipment percentage indicates that the manufacturer's lead time is no
longer acceptable to the marketplace. If competitors can meet shorter lead times, the
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manufacturer's market share will erode as customers leave and do business with
competitors. Many factors determine the lead time that a manufacturer can offer to
customers. The aggregate On-Time Shipments to Customer Request Date metric
evaluates those factors and helps identify ways to ship products more quickly. Using
the supplier On-Time Delivery metric, in conjunction with the On-Time Shipments to
Customer Request Date metric, can help identify situations in which the manufacturer
is unable to ship on time due to late deliveries of critical raw materials. If suppliers are
late, management must take action to ensure that suppliers meet the demands for
on-time delivery of materials.
The system presents the On-Time Shipments to Customer Request Date metric as a
stacked bar chart that shows the percentage (Y axis) for a specified date range (X axis):
Figure 3–8 OnTime Shipment Cust Request chart

The stacked bar chart appears with the on-time shipment percentage as the bottom
segment, the early shipment percentage as the middle segment, and the late shipment
percentage as the top segment. The system rounds the percentages to the nearest
whole number, and the total of the three percentages must equal 100.
You can define a goal value for On-Time Shipments to Customer Request Date. You
enter the goal as a single whole percentage, and it represents the target on-time
percentage for the manufacturer. If the on-time percentage is not at or above the goal
for a period, the system considers the goal breached. The system displays the goal as a
single horizontal line on the chart.
See Also:
■

On Time Shipment Customer Request Date Aggregate Table.

3.3.11 Setting Processing Options for the On-Time Shipment Promised Date Data Load
Program (R80D211)
Processing options enable you to specify the default processing for the On-Time
Shipment Promised Date Data Load program.
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3.3.11.1 Defaults
These processing options control the print output, the threshold days, and the number
of days that the system uses to load data.
1. Level of Detail to Print

Specify whether the system prints a detailed report or errors only. Values are:
■
■

Blank: The system prints errors only.
1: The system prints a detailed report of the processed records and any errors that
occurred.

2. Threshold Days Prior

Enter a number that denotes the threshold for considering shipments on time. The
system considers any order that was shipped within the threshold days before the
customer-promised date to be on time. The system considers any order that was
shipped before the threshold days to be early.
3. Threshold Days After

Enter a number that denotes the threshold for considering shipments on time. The
system considers any order that was shipped within the threshold days after the
customer-promised date to be on time. The system considers any order that was
shipped after the threshold days to be late.
4. Number of Days for UBE Rebuild

Enter the number of days that the system uses to rebuild the data when running
incremental loads. The system starts with the current date and counts back the number
of days specified to load data.
If this processing option is left blank, the system runs a full build.

3.3.12 Running the On-Time Shipment Promised Date Data Load Program (R80D211)
Enter BV in the Fast Path field, and then enter R80D211 in the Batch Application field.
The On-Time Shipment Promised Date Data Load program (R80D211) calculates the
on-time, early, and late shipments for the date on which you run the program based on
the customer-promised ship date. The system presents the metrics as percentages of
the total order lines promised to ship during the date range. The date range and
thresholds to delineate on-time are user-specified.
On-time shipments are sales-order lines for which the value in the Actual Ship Date
field is equal to the value in the Promised Ship Date field. The system calculates the
on-time shipment percentage for a specified date range as the number of order lines
promised to ship that actually shipped on the promised date divided by the total
number of order lines promised to ship.
Early shipments are sales-order lines for which the value in the Actual Ship Date field
is less than the value in the Promised Ship Date field. The system calculates the early
shipment percentage for a specified date range as the number of order lines promised
to ship that actually shipped prior to the promised date divided by the total number of
order lines promised to ship.
Late shipments are sales order lines for which the value in the Actual Ship Date field is
greater than the value in the Promised Ship Date field. The system calculates the late
shipment percentage for a specified date range as the number of order lines promised
to ship that actually shipped after the promised date divided by the total number of
order lines promised to ship. If the Actual Ship Date field contains no value and the
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value in the Promised Ship Date field is in the past, the system considers the sales
order line to be late.
If you specify threshold days values in the processing options of the On-Time
Shipment Promised Date Data Load program, the system adds or subtracts the value
to the value in the Requested Ship Date field.
The system stores the calculated data in the On-Time Shipment Aggregate for Promise
Date table (F80D211). You should schedule the On-Time Shipment Promised Date Data
Load program to run daily to ensure the accuracy of the On-Time Shipment Aggregate
for Promise Date table. If you do not run the program daily, the system calculates and
stores records from the last date and time that you ran the program to the current date
and time.
You must run the Sales Order Fact Data Load program
(R80D010) before the On-Time Shipment Promised Date Data Load
program.

Note:

3.3.13 Analyzing On-Time Shipments to Promise Date
Access the appropriate metric group on the Plant Manager's Dashboard form.
Customers expect suppliers to be reliable and predictable, and to consistently meet the
commitments of product quality, price, and delivery. Committing to a shipment date is
a key part of processing a customer sales order. The customer must agree to the
promised ship date before an order is accepted. After that time, a manufacturer is
responsible for shipping on the promised date. Because the manufacturer is suggesting
the ship date to the customer, the On-Time Shipment to Promise Date should be
extremely high, approaching 100 percent.
The On-Time Shipments to Promise Date metric reports on the actual performance
against the commitments to customers. The On-Time Shipments to Promise Date
metric is useful when you are reviewing the trend for a particular product family
because the on-time shipment problems can be concentrated to one line of products
that are experiencing production difficulties or other problems.
Poor performance indicates that the processes within the manufacturer are not
predictable or well controlled, so the manufacturer has difficulty determining when
products will ship. Poor on-time performance can drive customers to competitors as
quickly as poor quality, so having consistently high on-time performance is critical.
The two On-Time Shipments to Promise Date metrics are:
■

On-Time Shipments to Promise Date Aggregate (sum).

■

On-Time Shipments to Promise Date Trend.
You cannot define a goal value for On-Time Shipments to
Promise Date Aggregate.

Note:

The system presents the On-Time Shipments to Promise Date Aggregate metric as a
pie chart showing the shipment percentages for on-time, early, and late:
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Figure 3–9 OnTime Shipment Promised Sum chart

The pie chart appears with the on-time shipment percentage, the early shipment
percentage, and the late shipment percentage in different colors. Percentages are
rounded based on the data, and the three percentages may not be equal to 100.
The system presents the On-Time Shipments to Promise Date Trend metric as a stacked
bar chart that shows the shipment percentages (Y axis) for a specified date range (X
axis):
Figure 3–10

OnTime Shipment Promised chart
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The stacked bar chart appears with the on-time shipment percentage as the bottom
segment, the early shipment percentage as the middle segment, and the late shipment
percentage as the top segment. Percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number,
and the three percentages must total 100.
The system does not display the periods for which no shipment activity occurred. The
system does not leave open spaces in the chart.
You can define a goal value for On-Time Shipments to Promise Date Trend. You enter
the goal as a single whole percentage that represents the target on-time percentage for
the manufacturer. If the on-time percentage is not at or above the goal for a period, the
system considers the goal breached. The system displays the goal as a single
horizontal line on the chart.
See Also:
■

On Time Shipment Promise Ship Date Aggregate Table.

3.3.14 Setting Processing Options for the Past Due Processing Program (R80D212)
Processing options enable you to specify the default processing for the Past Due
Processing program.

3.3.14.1 Defaults
These processing options control the print output, the threshold days, and the number
of days that the system uses to load data.
1. Level of Detail to Print

Specify whether the system prints a detailed report or errors only. Values are:
■
■

Blank: The system prints errors only.
1: The system prints a detailed report of the processed records and any errors that
occurred.

2. Number of Threshold Days

Enter a number that denotes the threshold for considering orders past due. The system
considers any order not shipped within the threshold days after the promised shipped
date to be past due. The system considers any order shipped before the threshold days
to be on time.
3. Number of Days to Rebuild UBE

Enter the number of days that the system uses to rebuild the data when running
incremental loads. The system starts with the current date and counts back the number
of days specified to load data.
If this processing option is left blank, the system runs a full build, which enables
previous data to be captured for the Past Due Order line metrics.

3.3.15 Running the Past Due Processing Program (R80D212)
Enter BV in the Fast Path field, and then enter R80D212 in the Batch Application field.
The Past Due Processing program (R80D212) calculates the past-due sales order line
amount and the number of past-due sales order lines. The date range and thresholds
to delineate on-time are user-specified. The system stores the Past Due Order Line
metric calculations in the Past Due Aggregate table (F80D212).
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The system calculates the Past Due Order Line Count by counting the number of sales
order lines that have a quantity remaining to be shipped and a promised ship date that
is earlier than the current date.
The system calculates the Past Due Order Line Amount by summing the number of
sales order lines that have an amount remaining to be shipped and a promised date
that is earlier than the current date. The system calculates the Past Due Order Line
Amounts for the day that the program is run. You should schedule the Past Due
Processing program to run daily to ensure the accuracy of the Past Due Aggregate
table.
If you specify the number of threshold days in the processing option of the Past Due
Processing program, the system adds the value to the promised date.
You must run the Sales Order Fact Data Load program
(R80D010) before the Past Due Processing program.

Note:

3.3.16 Analyzing Past Due Order Lines
Access the appropriate metric group on the Plant Manager's Dashboard form.
Past-due sales order lines are defined as those lines with a quantity remaining to be
shipped with a promised shipped date before the current date. A past-due order
represents a failure to meet the shipping commitment that was made to the customer.
The effect of past-due orders is far ranging, such as customer satisfaction, timing of
revenue recognition, and the time required to receive cash from the customer to recoup
the investment of producing and shipping products. A manufacturer must be aware of
the number of past-due orders, as well as the trend in how much of the backlog is past
due.
Many factors can contribute to an increase in the number of past-due sales order lines.
The manufacturer can have more sales orders than capacity can accommodate. A
shortage of critical raw materials may limit the ability to produce the volume of
products required to meet shipping commitments. Quality problems on the shop floor
can reduce the quantity of goods or products that are available to ship or increase the
amount of rework time, which delays the production of finished products.
The Past Due Order Lines metrics can direct the attention to areas within a
manufacturer that are contributing to the increase in past dues. You should use the
Past Due Order Lines metrics in conjunction with the On-Time Shipment metrics to
locate prioritization issues on the shop floor. For example, if the On-Time Shipment
metrics show a high number of early shipments while the Past Due Order Lines
number is increasing, production managers may be selecting which orders to produce
and are unaware of the past-due orders.
Consistently achieving 100 percent on-time shipment without shipping orders that are
past due is possible. When this occurs, the Past Due Order Line trends are flat, while
the On-Time Shipment metrics show 100 percent on-time. Therefore, the number of
past due order lines are not getting reduced even though on-time shipments are 100
percent. Viewing the metrics together is critical to get an accurate picture of how the
manufacturer is performing and how prioritization and scheduling decisions are
made.
The two Past Due Order Line metrics are:
■

Past Due Order Line Count.

■

Past Due Order Line Amount.
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The charts display whether the trend is going up or down for past-due orders.
You cannot define a goal value for the Past Due Order Line
Count metric.

Note:

The system displays the Past Due Order Line Count metric as a bar chart that shows
the number of sales order lines past due (Y axis) for a specified date range (X axis):
Figure 3–11 Past Due Count chart

The system presents the Past Due Order Line Amount metric as a bar chart that shows
the past-due sales-order amount value in the selected currency (Y axis) for a specified
date range (X axis):
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Figure 3–12

Past Due Amount chart

The system displays a zero value bar for the periods for which no past-due order line
amount was found. The system does not leave open spaces in the chart.
You can define a goal value for the Past Due Order Line Amount. You enter the goal as
a single number in the default currency that represents the maximum target sales
value of past-due order lines for the manufacturer. If the Past Due Order Line Amount
exceeds the goal value, the system considers the goal breached. The system displays
the goal as a diamond marker for each bar on the chart.
See Also:
■

Past Due Aggregate Table.

3.3.17 Setting Processing Options for the Variance Processing Program (R80D214)
Processing options enable you to specify the default processing for the Variance
Processing program.

3.3.17.1 Defaults
These processing options control the print output, the load type, the threshold
percentage, and the number of sales order lines that the system requires to load data.
1. Level of Detail to Print

Specify whether the system prints a detailed report or errors only. Values are:
■
■

Blank: The system prints errors only.
1: The system prints a detailed report of the processed records and any errors that
occurred.

2. Load Type

Specify whether the system runs an initial full load or an incremental load.
Values are:
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■

Blank: Incremental load
The incremental load enables you to load records from the Sales Order Fact table
(F80D010) that were added or changed since the last load to the Variance
Aggregate table (F80D214).

■

1: Full load
The full load enables you to load all records from the Sales Order Fact table
(F80D010) into the Variance Aggregate table (F80D214).

3. Variance Threshold Percentage

Specify the variance threshold percentage that the system uses to determine the
promised date to request date variance. The system does not write the promise date to
request date variances to the aggregate table when the values are less than the
specified threshold percentage.
4. Minimum Number of Sales Order Lines

Specify the minimum number of sales-order detail lines that are required for the
system to calculate the promise to request date variance. The system does not write
records with less than the specified number of sales order lines to the aggregate table.

3.3.18 Running the Variance Processing Program (R80D214)
Enter BV in the Fast Path field, and then enter R80D214 in the Batch Application field.
The Variance Processing program (R80D214) calculates the variance between the
promised ship date and the requested ship date by item for a specified date range. The
system calculates the Promise to Request Date Variance percentage for a specified date
range as the number of order lines for a product booked with a promised ship date
that is later than the customer request date divided by the total number of order lines
for a product booked. The system stores the calculated data in the Variance Aggregate
table (F80D214).
You should schedule the Variance Processing program to run daily to ensure the
accuracy of the Variance Aggregate table.
You must run the Sales Order Fact Data Load program
(R80D010) before the Variance Processing program.

Note:

3.3.19 Analyzing the Promise to Request Date Variance
Access the appropriate metric group on the Plant Manager's Dashboard form.
The Promise to Request Date Variance metric records how often a manufacturer is
unable to promise the shipment of a product on the customer request date. The
inability to meet customer request dates indicates that the lead times of the
manufacturer are too long for the market. The manufacturer can lose market share to
competitors who can deliver products faster.
You should use the Promise to Request Date Variance metric along with the On-Time
Shipment to Customer Request Date metric to determine the specific products that
have lead times that are longer than required by the marketplace. If a manufacturer
has a high late-shipment percentage, the metrics can help identify the affected
products and undertake process improvement efforts to reduce lead times and align
the products with marketplace expectations.
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The Promise to Request Date Variance metric does not allow
you to define a goal.

Note:

The system presents the Promise to Request Date Variance metric as a grid with a line
for each item that has a variance that exceeds the threshold:
Figure 3–13

Promise to Request Variance grid

See Also:
■

Variance Table.

3.4 Managing Inventory Effectiveness
This section provides an overview of inventory management effectiveness and
discusses how to determine inventory turns.

3.4.1 Understanding Inventory Management Effectiveness
Most manufacturers recognize that excessive inventory is a liability, despite the fact
that inventory is shown as an asset on the balance sheet. High inventories inhibit the
performance of a manufacturer, so most manufacturers focus on keeping inventories
as low as possible. The goal of many manufacturing companies is to drive more sales
while maintaining lower levels of inventory to increase inventory turns.
Inventory management effectiveness provides summary information about inventory
turns. The system calculates the Inventory Turns value as:
=Last 52 weeks cost of goods soldTotal current inventory value

3.4.2 Determining Inventory Turns
Access the appropriate metric group on the Plant Manager's Dashboard form.
The Inventory Turns metric indicates how effectively the manufacturer is leveraging
the investment in inventory to generate sales and profits. Typical manufacturing
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companies have six inventory turns per year whereas high volume, low margin
manufacturers, such as grocery stores and computer assemblers, have 12 or more
inventory turns per year.
One inventory turn indicates that the manufacturer is able to sell the current level of
inventory once per year. If the current level of inventory is one million USD and the
manufacturer has one turn per year, sales equals one million USD. If a manufacturer
has 12 turns on one million USD of inventory, sales equals 12 million USD per year.
The annual profit of a manufacturer is a multiple of the number of inventory turns per
year and the net margin per inventory monetary unit.
The higher the inventory turns per year, the higher the return on inventory
investment. Low inventory turns indicate that a large amount of capital is tied up in
slow-moving inventory, while high inventory turns indicate that capital investments
are providing a return in a short amount of time.
The system presents the Inventory Turns metric as a grid with a line for the current
inventory turns, the inventory turns goal, and the difference between actual and goal:
Figure 3–14 Inventory Turns grid

You can define a goal value for Inventory Turns. You enter the goal as a number with
one decimal place that represents the target number of inventory turns for the
manufacturer. If the actual number of inventory turns exceeds the goal value, the
system considers the goal breached. The system displays the goal as a single number
in the Goal Value column.
See Also:
■

Inventory Aggregate Table.

■

Running the Inventory Data Load Program (R80D220).

3.5 Managing Manufacturing Performance
This section provides an overview of manufacturing performance and discusses how
to:
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■

Set processing options for the Manufacturing Planned versus Actual Cost Variance
program (R80D231).

■

Run the Manufacturing Planned versus Actual Cost Variance program (R80D231).

■

Evaluate actual to planned production costs.

■

Set processing options for the Manufacturing On Time Completions program
(R80D230).

■

Run the Manufacturing On Time Completions program (R80D230).

■

Calculate on-time production completions.

3.5.1 Understanding Manufacturing Performance
Manufacturing companies invest much time and energy developing and
communicating production plans. Manufacturers need to understand the effect of not
carrying out the production plans. Manufacturing performance provides information
about the reliability of the manufacturing process. The metrics highlight poor
production performance and internal production constraints.
This table describes the manufacturing performance metrics:
Metric

Description

Actual to Planned
Production Costs

Shows the ability of the manufacturer to produce according to
the production plan in terms of cost. The actual production
costs are calculated by adding the costs of all work orders for
the specified date range. The planned production costs are
calculated by adding the planned costs from all finished work
orders that are scheduled for completion for the specified date
range.

On-Time Production
Completions

Measures the ability of the manufacturer to produce according
to the production plan. The on-time production completion
percentage for a specified date range is calculated as:
=Number of work orders planned to complete that actually
completedTotal number of on time, early, and late work orders
For early and late calculations, the numerator changes
accordingly.

3.5.2 Setting Processing Options for the Manufacturing Planned Versus Actual Cost
Variance Program (R80D231)
Processing options enable you to specify the default processing for the Manufacturing
Planned Versus Actual Cost Variance program.

3.5.2.1 Default
These processing options control the work order status and type.
1. Closed Work Order Status

Enter the closed manufacturing status code. The system will exclude the closed
manufacturing work orders when processing on-time completions.
2. Enter Work Order Type

Enter the order type for manufacturing work orders that the system includes when
processing planned versus actual completions.
You should not include rate schedules.
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3.5.2.2 Process
These processing options control the load type and the number of days that the system
uses to load data.
1. Build Level

Specify whether the system runs an initial full build or an incremental build. Values
are:
■

Blank: Incremental build.
The incremental build enables you to load records from the Production Cost table
(F3102) that were added or changed since the last build to the Manufacturing
Production Costing table (F80D231).

■

1: Full build.
The full build enables you to build all records from the Production Cost table
(F3102) into the Manufacturing Production Costing table (F80D231).

2. Enter Number of Days to Back Build

Enter the number of days that the system uses to rebuild the data when running an
incremental load. The system starts with the current date and counts back the number
of days specified to load data.

3.5.2.3 Display
This processing option controls the print output.
1. Level of Detail to Print

Specify whether the system prints a detailed report or errors only. Values are:
■
■

Blank: The system prints errors only.
1: The system prints a detailed report of the processed records and any errors that
occurred.

3.5.3 Running the Manufacturing Planned Versus Actual Cost Variance Program
(R80D231)
Enter BV in the Fast Path field, and then enter R80D231 in the Batch Application field.
The Manufacturing Planned vs. Actual Cost Variance program (R80D231) calculates
the actual production costs by adding the costs of all work orders for the specified date
range. The system calculates the planned production costs by adding the planned costs
from all finished work orders that are scheduled for completion for the specified date
range. The system stores the calculated data in the Manufacturing Production Costing
table (F80D231).
You must run manufacturing accounting to properly
determine the production costs for an item.

Note:

The system can update past metrics when running the Manufacturing Planned vs.
Actual Cost Variance program. For example, if a purchase order was received at an
incorrect price and later updated, the system would update the actual costs on the
work order. The system updates the metric information when running the
Manufacturing Planned vs. Actual Cost Variance program.
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3.5.4 Evaluating Actual to Planned Production Costs
Access the appropriate metric group on the Plant Manager's Dashboard form.
The Actual to Planned Production Costs metric enables you to review the variance cost
per unit between planned and actual. The Actual to Planned Production Costs metric
indicates how well a manufacturer is doing in producing the volume of goods that are
planned for production over a period of time. Plans for goods typically support the
shipping requirements of the manufacturer, and the inability to consistently produce
the required volume of goods can lead to various problems.
The Actual to Planned Production Costs metric focuses on the ability of the
manufacturer to produce the required volumes of goods rather than performance to
the production schedule. Most likely, the Actual to Planned Production Costs and
On-Time Production Completions metrics will move in parallel; a decrease in on-time
completions will likely be reflected in a decrease in goods production to plan.
The system presents the Actual to Planned Production Costs metric as a combo chart
with actual production in a bar chart format and planned production in line graph
format. The chart depicts the cost of production in the selected currency (Y axis) for the
specified date range (X axis):
Figure 3–15

Actual Production versus Plan chart

See Also:
■

Manufacturing Production Costings Table.

3.5.5 Setting Processing Options for the Manufacturing On Time Completions Program
(R80D230)
Processing options enable you to specify the default processing for the Manufacturing
On Time Completions program.
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3.5.5.1 Default
These processing options control the threshold days.
1. Prior Threshold Days

Enter a number that denotes the threshold for considering work order completions on
time. The system considers any order completed within the threshold days before the
request date to be on time. The system considers any order completed before the
threshold days to be early.
2. After Threshold Days

Enter a number that denotes the threshold for considering work order completions on
time. The system considers any order completed within the threshold days after the
request date to be on time. The system considers any order completed after the
threshold days to be late.

3.5.5.2 Process
These processing options control the load type and work order type and status.
1. Build Level

Specify whether the system runs an initial full load or an incremental load. Values are:
■

Blank: Incremental load.
The incremental load enables you to load records from the F80D010 table that were
added or changed since the last load to the On Time Manufacturing Production
Completions table (F80D230).

■

1: Full load.
The full load enables you to load all records into the On Time Manufacturing
Production Completions table (F80D230) table.

2. Manufacturing Work Order Type

Enter the order type for manufacturing work orders that the system includes when
processing on-time completions.
You should not include rate schedules.
3. Cancelled Manufacturing Work Order Status

Enter the canceled manufacturing status code. The system excludes the canceled
manufacturing work orders when processing on-time completions.

3.5.5.3 Display
This processing option controls the print output.
1. Level of Detail to Print

Specify whether the system prints a detailed report or errors only. Values are:
■
■

Blank: The system prints errors only.
1: The system prints a detailed report of the processed records and any errors that
occurred.

3.5.6 Running the Manufacturing On Time Completions Program (R80D230)
Enter BV in the Fast Path field, and then enter R80D230 in the Batch Application field.
The Manufacturing On Time Completions program (R80D230) calculates on-time,
early, and late completion counts for a user-specified date range. The date range and
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thresholds to delineate on-time are user-specified. The system calculates the on-time
completions from the last date that you ran the program to the current date. The
system stores the calculated data in the On Time Manufacturing Production
Completions table (F80D230). You should schedule the program to run daily to keep
the On Time Manufacturing Production Completions table accurate.
On-time completions are those work orders for which the value in the Actual
Completion Date field is equal to the value in the Planned Completion Date field. The
system calculates the On-Time Production Completions percentage for a specified date
range as the number of work orders that were planned to finish that actually finished
between the prior and after threshold days of the planned date divided by the total
number of work orders planned.
Early completions are those work orders for which the value in the Actual Completion
Date field is less than the value in the Planned Completion Date field. The system
calculates the early production completion percentage for a specified date range as the
number of work orders that were planned to finish that actually finished before the
prior threshold days of the planned date divided by the total number of work orders
planned.
Late completions are those work orders for which the value in the Actual Completion
Date field is greater than the value in the Planned Completion Date field. The system
calculates the late production completion percentage for a specified date range as the
number of work orders that were planned to finish that actually finished later than the
after threshold days of the planned date divided by the total number of work orders
planned. If no value in the Actual Completion Date field and the value in the Planned
Completion Date field is in the past, the system considers the work order late.
If you specify threshold days values in the processing options of the Manufacturing
On Time Completions program, the system adds or subtracts the value to the value in
the Planned Completion Date field.
The system excludes workorderless completions from the
On-Time Production Completions metric.

Note:

You should not include rate schedules.

3.5.7 Calculating On-Time Production Completions
Access the appropriate metric group on the Plant Manager's Dashboard form.
A manufacturer cannot ship what has not yet been produced. The ability to produce
according to plan directly affects the ability to ship on-time and keep customers
satisfied. A manufacturer must be able to determine how frequently planned
production is completed on-time, early, and late. Consistently missing the production
plan goals interferes with satisfying customers without maintaining high inventory
amounts to protect against poor production performance. Poor on-time production
performance can be a root cause for poor shipment performance and excessive
finished goods inventories. The On-Time Production Completions metric measures the
ability of the manufacturer to produce according to the production plan and satisfy
market demands.
Poor On-Time Production Completions performance can indicate that the
manufacturer is internally constrained, and that not enough capacity is available to
meet market demand. A review of the Booked Order Value and Shipped Revenue
trends for product families can point out increasing demand for products that is
pushing the capacity limit for the manufacturer. If On-Time Production Completions
are poor, but On-Time Shipments are acceptable, the manufacturer should review the
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Inventory Turns metric. A review of the Inventory Turns metric can indicate that turns
are well below goal levels, indicating that the manufacturer is holding too much
finished-goods inventory to cover the poor production performance.
Late and early production completions can indicate that the production managers are
grouping orders for similar products together to minimize shop-floor setup times, or
production can be focusing on completing easy orders first to meet production
quantity targets.
The system presents the On-Time Production Completions metric as a stacked bar
chart that depicts the percentages (Y axis) for a specified date range (X axis):
Figure 3–16 On Time Production Completions chart

The stacked bar chart appears with the on-time completion percentage as the bottom
segment, the early completion percentage as the middle segment, and the late
completion percentage as the top segment. The system rounds percentages to the
nearest whole number, and the total of the three percentages must equal 100.
The system does not display the periods for which no production activity occurred.
You can define a goal value for On-Time Production Completions. You enter the goal
as a single whole percentage that represents the target on-time completion percentage
for the manufacturer. If the on-time completion percentage exceeds the goal value, the
system considers the goal breached. The system displays the goal as a single
horizontal line on the chart.
See Also:
■

On Time Manufacturing Production Completions Table.

3.6 Managing Revenue
This section provides an overview of revenue management and discusses how to:
■

■

Set processing options for the Booked Orders Aggregate Data Load program
(R80D240).
Run the Booked Orders Aggregate Data Load program (R80D240).
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■

Analyze booked order value.

■

Set processing options for the Backlog Processing program (R80D243).

■

Run the Backlog Processing program (R80D243).

■

Analyze backlog.

■

Set processing options for the Projected Revenue Processing program (R80D242).

■

Run the Projected Revenue Processing program (R80D242).

■

Analyze projected revenue.

■

Set processing options for the Shipped Orders Processing program (R80D241).

■

Run the Shipped Orders Processing program (R80D241).

■

Analyze shipped revenue.

3.6.1 Understanding Revenue Management
Revenue management provides greater business insight related to future cash receipts
and overall revenue performance. Revenue management is important to the overall
health of a manufacturer.
The revenue management metrics are rough predictors of cash flow, showing which
product families contribute the most to overall revenue and determining the possible
strains in production or shipping capacity.
This table describes the revenue management performance metrics:
Metric

Description

Booked Order Value

Reveals the amount of revenue being brought into the
manufacturer through new sales orders. The Booked
Order Value for a specific sales order is calculated by
summing the extended sales amount from each line
on the sales order.

Backlog

Shows the total sales value of all open sales orders yet
to be shipped. The Backlog value for a specific sales
order is calculated by summing the extended sales
value from each open, unshipped line on the sales
order.

Projected Revenue

Estimates the revenue expected to be recognized over
the period defined by the manufacturer and provides
a rolling periodic view of revenue projections. Shows
the amount of revenue associated with past due sales
orders that have yet to ship. The Projected Revenue
value for a specific date is calculated by adding the
total sales value of all sales orders promised to ship on
that date.

Shipped Revenue

Illustrates the value of recognized revenue. The
Shipped Revenue value for a specific date is
calculated by adding the total shipped revenue for all
sales orders that are shipped on that date

3.6.2 Setting Processing Options for the Booked Orders Aggregate Data Load Program
(R80D240)
Processing options enable you to specify the default processing for the Booked Orders
Aggregate Data Load program.
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3.6.2.1 Defaults
These processing options control the print output and load type.
1. Level of Detail to Print

Specify whether the system prints a detailed report or errors only. Values are:
■
■

Blank: The system prints errors only.
1: The system prints a detailed report of the processed records and any errors that
occurred.

2. Load Type

Specify whether the system runs an initial full load or an incremental load. Values are:
■

Blank: Incremental load.
The incremental load enables you to load records from the Sales Order Fact table
(F80D010) that were added or changed since the last load to the Booked Orders
Aggregate table (F80D240).

■

1: Full load.
The full load enables you to load all records from the Sales Order Fact table
(F80D010) into the Booked Orders Aggregate table (F80D240).

3.6.3 Running the Booked Orders Aggregate Data Load Program (R80D240)
Enter BV in the Fast Path field, and then enter R80D240 in the Batch Application field.
The Booked Orders Aggregate Data Load program (R80D240) calculates the booked
order value for each day by adding the extended prices of each open sales order line.
The system calculates the booked order value for a specific sales order by adding the
extended sales amount from each line on the sales order, including all adjustments and
other charges. The system populates the Booked Orders Aggregate table (F80D240)
using the creation date of the sales order as the booked date.
You should schedule the Booked Orders Aggregate Data program to run daily to
ensure the accuracy of the Booked Orders Aggregate table. If you do not run the
Booked Orders Aggregate Data program daily, the metric is accurate as of the last run.
You must run the Sales Order Fact Data Load program
(R80D010) before the Booked Orders Aggregate Data program.

Note:

3.6.4 Analyzing Booked Order Value
Access the appropriate metric group on the Plant Manager's Dashboard form.
A booked sales order is any sales order created in JD Edwards EnterpriseOne and not
canceled or deleted. The Booked Order Value metric is useful when you are reviewing
the trend for a particular product family or when determining which products are
contributing the most to recent sales for a business unit by grouping orders by product
family. Booked Order Value results from creating sales orders; therefore, the Booked
Order Value also serves as a predictor of cash flow into the manufacturer. The length
of time that the manufacturer takes to receive cash payment for a new sales order
depends on how long the manufacturer takes to ship the product plus any payment
term days. On a given day, the total backlog for the manufacturer increases by the
value of booked orders for that day.
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The Booked Order Value metric trend reveals the amount of revenue being brought
into the manufacturer from new sales orders over a period of time. An increasing trend
may result from the introduction of a successful new product or the effect of a new
sales campaign. A decreasing trend may reflect a shift in market tastes away from the
manufacturer's products or the effect of seasonal cycles.
Note:

You cannot define a goal for the Booked Order Value metric.

The system presents the Booked Order Value metric as a bar chart showing the booked
order sales value in the selected currency (Y axis) for a specified date range (X axis):
Figure 3–17

Booked Order Value chart

See Also:
■

Booked Orders Aggregate Table.

3.6.5 Setting Processing Options for the Backlog Processing Program (R80D243)
Processing options enable you to specify the default processing for the Backlog
Processing program.

3.6.5.1 Defaults
These processing options control the print output and load type.
1. Level of Detail to Print

Specify whether the system prints a detailed report or errors only. Values are:
■
■

Blank: The system prints errors only.
1: The system prints a detailed report of the processed records and any errors that
occurred.

2. Load Type

Specify whether the system runs an initial full load or an incremental load. Values are:
■

Blank: Incremental load.
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The incremental load enables you to load records from the Sales Order Fact table
(F80D010) that were added or changed since the last load to the Backlog
Aggregate table (F80D243).
■

1: Full load.
The full load enables you to load all records from the Sales Order Fact table
(F80D010) into the Backlog Aggregate table (F80D243).

3.6.6 Running the Backlog Processing Program (R80D243)
Enter BV in the Fast Path field, and then enter R80D243 in the Batch Application field.
The Backlog Processing program (R80D243) calculates the backlog value for each day
by adding the extended prices of each order that is yet to be shipped. The system
calculates the backlog value for a specific sales order by adding the extended sales
amount from each unshipped line on the sales order, including all adjustments and
other charges. The system calculates the total backlog by adding the backlog value of
all open, unshipped sales orders for the specified date range.
You should schedule the Backlog Processing program to run daily to ensure the
accuracy of the Backlog Aggregate table. If you do not run the Backlog Processing
program daily, the metric is accurate as of the last run. The system calculates and
stores the total backlog by company, branch/plant, and product family in the Backlog
Aggregate table (F80D243).
You must run the Sales Order Fact Data Load program
(R80D010) before the Backlog Processing program.

Note:

3.6.7 Analyzing Backlog
Access the appropriate metric group on the Plant Manager's Dashboard form.
Backlog is defined as the total sales value of all open sales orders yet to be shipped.
The backlog represents total revenue that will be generated from existing unfilled sales
orders.
Understanding the status of the backlog is of critical importance to manufacturers. The
backlog shows the total potential revenue represented by all the unfilled sales orders
currently on the books. While revenue forecasts show the manufacturer's expected
revenue, the backlog records the manufacturer's actual revenue because the orders
have already been placed. The value of the backlog is one factor that analysts track to
measure overall health of a manufacturer.
The Backlog metric can provide value when viewed in isolation. Reviewing the
Backlog metric along with the Booked Orders, Shipped Revenue, and On-Time
Shipment metrics provides a more complete picture of the dynamic effect of sales and
shipping activities on the manufacturer.
The backlog changes daily; it increases by the value of new sales orders booked on that
day, and it decreases by the value of sales orders shipped on that day.
A growing backlog may cause problems that prevent the timely shipment of products
to customers. Using the Backlog metric along with the On-Time Shipment to Promise
Date metric can help identify the reasons for a growing backlog. A sharp increase in
backlog can be an early warning signal to a manufacturer that new orders are not
shipping on time. Managers can actively plan for additional shifts during a high
shipping period, or they can outsource production work to a contract manufacturer.
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Analyzing the current Backlog metric can identify periods of unusually high shipping
requirements.
Significant decreases in the backlog can occur if sales order bookings fall off sharply or
if an effort is made to ship all possible orders at the end of a financial reporting period
to maximize recognized revenue in that period.
Note:

You cannot define a goal for the Backlog metric.

The system displays the Backlog metric as a bar chart that shows the total revenue
amount in the selected currency (Y axis) for a specified date range (X axis):
Figure 3–18

Backlog chart

See Also:
■

Backlog Aggregate Table.

3.6.8 Setting Processing Options for the Projected Revenue Processing Program
(R80D242)
Processing options enable you to specify the default processing for the Projected
Revenue Processing program.

3.6.8.1 Defaults
These processing options control the print output and load type.
1. Level of Detail to Print

Specify whether the system prints a detailed report or errors only. Values are:
■
■

Blank: The system prints errors only.
1: The system prints a detailed report of the processed records and any errors that
occurred.
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2. Load Type

Specify whether the system runs an initial full load or an incremental load. Values are:
■

Blank: Incremental load.
The incremental load enables you to load records from the Sales Order Fact table
(F80D010) that were added or changed since the last load to the Projected Revenue
Value Aggregate table (F80D242).

■

1: Full load.
The full load enables you to load all records from the Sales Order Fact table
(F80D010) into the Projected Revenue Value Aggregate table (F80D242).

3.6.8.2 Process
This processing option controls the number of days that the system uses to display
data.
1. Number of Days in Projection

Enter the number of days into the future that the system displays the projected
revenue. The default value is 30 days.

3.6.9 Running the Projected Revenue Processing Program (R80D242)
Enter BV in the Fast Path field, and then enter R80D242 in the Batch Application field.
The Projected Revenue Processing program (R80D242) calculates the projected
revenue for each day by adding the extended prices of each sales order line that is
promised to be shipped that day. The system calculates the projected revenue for a
single sales order by adding the extended sales amount from each line, including all
adjustments and other charges, on the sales order. The system calculates the projected
revenue for a specific date by adding the total sales value of all sales orders promised
to ship on that date. The system calculates the past-due revenue by adding the total
sales value of all sales orders promised to ship on a date previous to the generation
date of the metric.
The system uses the promised ship date for each sales order detail line as the projected
revenue recognition date. The system stores the calculated data in the Projected
Revenue Value Aggregate table (F80D242). You should schedule the Projected Revenue
Processing program to run daily to ensure the accuracy of the Projected Revenue Value
Aggregate table.
You must run the Sales Order Fact Data Load program
(R80D010) before the Projected Revenue Processing program.

Note:

3.6.10 Analyzing Projected Revenue
Access the appropriate metric group on the Plant Manager's Dashboard form.
Projected revenue estimates the revenue that is expected to be recognized over a
specified time frame. Typically, a manufacturer uses a rolling quarterly view of
revenue projections. Projected revenue includes the amount of revenue associated with
past-due sales orders that have yet to be shipped.
The attention of the manufacturer should first focus on the past-due revenue amount.
If past-due revenue amounts are high, the manufacturer is failing to meet the
commitments to ship orders on time to customers. Past-due sales orders not only lead
to unsatisfied customers, they also delay revenue recognition and receipt of cash,
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which can jeopardize the cash flow health of the manufacturer. The analysis of
On-Time Shipment metrics can enable a manufacturer to pinpoint problems shipping
products to customers.
The Backlog metric shows the total revenue potential of all sales orders that are
currently recorded on the books. The Projected Revenue metric spreads the expected
revenue over the user-specified time period. The metric shows when revenue is
recognized for orders that ship in the time period.
The Projected Revenue metric displays spikes in projected revenue for certain weeks
and dips in projected revenue for other weeks. The spikes and dips correlate to higher
and lower levels of shipping activity. Spikes can indicate weeks during which
production and shipping capacity are strained, which enables the manufacturer to
plan ahead for the production of orders in weeks during which activity appears to be
lower.
Note:

You cannot define a goal for the Projected Revenue metric.

The system presents the Projected Revenue metric as a bar chart that shows the
projected revenue value in the selected currency (Y axis) for a specified date range (X
axis). The first bar in the chart represents past-due revenue:
Figure 3–19

Projected Revenue chart

See Also:
■

Projected Revenue Aggregate Table.

3.6.11 Setting Processing Options for the Shipped Orders Processing Program
(R80D241)
Processing options enable you to specify the default processing for the Shipped Orders
Processing program.

3.6.11.1 Defaults
These processing options control the print output and load type.
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1. Level of Detail to Print

Specify whether the system prints a detailed report or errors only. Values are:
■
■

Blank: The system prints errors only.
1: The system prints a detailed report of the processed records and any errors that
occurred.

2. Load Type

Specify whether the system runs an initial full load or an incremental load. Values are:
■

Blank: Incremental load.
The incremental load enables you to load records from the Sales Order Fact table
(F80D010) that were added or changed since the last load to the Shipped Order
Value Aggregate table (F80D241).

■

1: Full load.
The full load enables you to load all records from the Sales Order Fact table
(F80D010) into the Shipped Order Value Aggregate table (F80D241).

3.6.12 Running the Shipped Orders Processing Program (R80D241)
Enter BV in the Fast Path field, and then enter R80D241 in the Batch Application field.
The Shipped Orders Processing program (R80D241) calculates the shipped revenue for
a specific sales order by adding the extended sales value from each line on the sales
order that has an actual ship date. The system calculates the shipped revenue for a
specific date by adding the total shipped revenue for all sales orders that were shipped
on that date and stores the value in the Shipped Order Value Aggregate table
(F80D241). You should schedule the Shipped Orders Processing program to run daily
to ensure the accuracy of the Shipped Order Value Aggregate table.
You must run the Sales Order Fact Data Load program
(R80D010) before the Shipped Orders Processing program.

Note:

3.6.13 Analyzing Shipped Revenue
Access the appropriate metric group on the Plant Manager's Dashboard form.
Shipped revenue should trail booked order values by roughly the length of time that
the manufacturer takes to ship products after the order date. The longer a
manufacturer takes to ship, the longer the period between order receipt and revenue
recognition; therefore, the manufacturer receives payment later. The longer the period
of time between order receipt and shipment, the more capital a manufacturer ties up in
inventory and accounts receivable.
The Shipped Revenue metric is useful when you are reviewing the trend for a
particular product family or determining which products are contributing the most to
the overall revenue for a business unit by grouping shipped revenue by product
family. For manufacturers that recognize revenue when products are shipped, the
Shipped Revenue metric illustrates the recognized revenue over a period of time.
On a given day, a manufacturer's total backlog decreases by the value of Shipped
Revenue for that day.
The system includes all shipped sales order lines with an actual ship date in the
shipped order revenue calculation.
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Note:

You cannot define a goal for the Shipped Revenue metric.

The system presents the Shipped Revenue metric as a bar chart that shows the shipped
order revenue in the selected currency (Y axis) for a specified date range (X axis):
Figure 3–20

Shipped Order Revenue chart

See Also:
■

Shipped Orders Aggregate Table.

3.7 Managing Supplier Performance
This section provides an overview of supplier performance and discusses how to:
■

Set processing options for the Material Lead Time Exception program (R80D251).

■

Run the Material Lead Time Exception program (R80D251).

■

Analyze material lead time exceptions.

■

Set processing options for the Supplier On-Time Delivery program (R80D250).

■

Run the Supplier On-Time Delivery program (R80D250).

■

Analyze on-time delivery.

■

Set processing options for the Supplier Pass Quality Performance program
(R80D252).

■

Run the Supplier Pass Quality Performance program (R80D252).

■

Analyze pass quality.

3.7.1 Understanding Supplier Performance
Just as customers demand reliability and quality products from the manufacturer, a
manufacturer must demand the same from suppliers. If a manufacturer wants to
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improve service to customers, the same expectations should be applied to suppliers.
Supplier performance metrics can directly affect customer shipment performance.
The supplier performance metrics provide summary and detailed information about
supplier performance. The metrics draw attention to suppliers whose quality
performance is in question, identify suppliers who frequently fail to deliver material
on time, and indicate whether supplier lead times are increasing.
Supplier performance consists of these performance metrics:
Metric

Description

Material Lead Time Exception

Compares the stored lead time with the actual lead time
experienced for items over a time period. The actual
lead time for a specified date range for items is
calculated by subtracting the date that the purchase
order was entered for the supplier from the actual
receipt date. The actual lead time is then summed over
the user-specified date range to get an average.

On Time Delivery

Measures the reliability of the delivery schedules and
order quantities of the supplier. The on time delivery
percentage for a specified date range is calculated as:
= Number of receipts planned to receive that were
actually receivedTotal number of on time, early, and
late receipts
For early and late calculations, the numerator changes
accordingly.

Pass Quality Trend

Shows how well suppliers are meeting quality
requirements. The quality pass percentage is calculated
as:
= Quantity received into inventoryTotal quantity
received from supplier

You should exclude blanket purchase orders and requisitions
from the supplier performance metrics.

Note:

3.7.2 Setting Processing Options for the Material Lead Time Exception Program
(R80D251)
Processing options enable you to specify the default processing for the Material Lead
Time Exception program.

3.7.2.1 Defaults
These processing options control the print output, the threshold days and display, the
number of receipts that the system requires to display data, and the number of days
that the system uses to load data.
1. Level of Detail to Print

Specify whether the system prints a detailed report or errors only. Values are:
■
■

Blank: The system prints errors only.
1: The system prints a detailed report of the processed records and any errors that
occurred.
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2. Lead Time Tolerance Days Before

Enter a number that denotes the threshold for considering supplier lead time
exceptions. The system considers any supplier shipment with an actual calculated lead
time smaller than the system lead time minus the tolerance days to be an exception.
3. Lead Time Tolerance Days After

Enter a number that denotes the threshold for considering supplier lead time
exceptions. The system considers any supplier shipment with an actual calculated lead
time greater than the system lead time plus the tolerance days to be an exception.
4. Exception Threshold

Specify the threshold level for lead time exceptions that the system displays. The
system displays items when the number of material lead time exceptions exceeds the
threshold.
5. Minimum Number of Receipts

Specify the minimum number of receipts that are required for the system to calculate
the lead time exceptions for an item. The system does not create records for items with
less than the specified number of receipts.
6. Number of Days for UBE Rebuild

Enter the number of days that the system uses to rebuild the data when running
incremental loads. The system starts with the current date and counts back the number
of days specified to load data.
If this processing option is left blank, the system runs a full build.

3.7.3 Running the Material Lead Time Exception Program (R80D251)
Enter BV in the Fast Path field, and then enter R80D251 in the Batch Application field.
The Material Lead Time Exception program (R80D251) evaluates data from the
Purchase Order Detail File table (F4311) and calculates the actual lead time for a
specified date range for items by subtracting the purchase order entry date from the
actual receipt date. The system then sums the actual lead time over the user-specified
date range to get an average. The system stores the calculated data in the Material
Lead Time Exception Aggregate table (F80D251). The system calculates material lead
time exceptions for fully received purchase orders only; therefore, a value must be
entered in the Actual Receipt Date field.

3.7.4 Analyzing Material Lead Time Exceptions
Access the appropriate metric group on the Plant Manager's Dashboard form.
The Material Lead Time Exceptions metric compares the system-defined lead time
with the actual lead time experienced over a period of time. The system determines the
actual lead time for each purchased material by counting the days between the
placement of a purchase order and receipt of materials. The system determines how
frequently the actual lead time varies from the system lead time by more than a certain
number of days. Results are shown by supplier, with suppliers having the greatest
number of variances listed first.
Material planning systems help manufacturers define the materials to purchase,
quantities required, and order placement with suppliers. One of the factors in material
planning is lead time for acquiring products from suppliers. The system stores the
number of lead time days as part of the item master information for purchased
materials.
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If the system lead time varies significantly from the actual lead time, the planning
system recommends invalid purchase order dates. If the system lead time is shorter
than the actual lead time, the manufacturer runs the risk of receiving materials late
and experiencing material shortages. If the system lead time is longer than the actual
lead time, the manufacturer orders materials early and increases inventory levels.
Using the information provided by the Material Lead Time Exceptions metric,
managers can adjust system lead times to accurately reflect the actual lead times from
suppliers. The metric can indicate the suppliers whose lead times are getting longer
due to lack of capacity, quality problems, or other issues. The system cannot answer
why lead times are growing, but the manager can focus on potential problems and
search for the underlying reasons.
You cannot define a goal for the Material Lead Time
Exceptions metric.

Note:

The system presents the Material Lead Time Exceptions metric as a grid with a line for
each item for which the material lead time exception variance exceeds the specified
threshold:
Figure 3–21 Material Lead Time Exceptions grid

See Also:
■

Material Lead Time Exception Aggregate Table.

3.7.5 Setting Processing Options for the Supplier On-Time Delivery Program (R80D250)
Processing options enable you to specify the default processing for the Supplier
On-Time Delivery program.

3.7.5.1 Defaults
These processing options control the threshold days and the number of days that the
system uses to load data.
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1. Threshold Days Prior

Enter a number that denotes the threshold for considering supplier deliveries to be on
time. The system considers any order delivered within the threshold days before the
request date to be on time. The system considers any order delivered before the
threshold days to be early.
The system does not allow threshold days prior to be set up for individual suppliers
and items. The threshold days apply to all purchase order records that the system
processes.
2. Threshold Days After

Enter a number that denotes the threshold for considering supplier deliveries on time.
The system considers any order delivered within the threshold days after the request
date to be on time. The system considers any order delivered after the threshold days
to be late.
The system does not allow threshold days after to be set up for individual suppliers
and items. The threshold days apply to all purchase order records that the system
processes.
3. Number of Days to Rebuild

Enter the number of days that the system uses to rebuild the data when running
incremental loads. The system starts with the current date and counts back the number
of days specified to load data.
If this processing option is left blank, the system runs a full build.

3.7.5.2 Display
This processing option controls the print output.
1. Level of Detail to Print

Specify whether the system prints a detailed report or errors only. Values are:
■
■

Blank: The system prints errors only.
1: The system prints a detailed report of the processed records and any errors that
occurred.

3.7.6 Running the Supplier On-Time Delivery Program (R80D250)
Enter BV in the Fast Path field, then enter R80D250 in the Batch Application field.
The Supplier On-Time Delivery program (R80D250) evaluates records in the Purchase
Order Detail File table (F4311), calculates the on-time, early, and late delivery counts
for a user-specified date range, and stores the values in the Supplier On-Time Delivery
Aggregate table (F80D250). The date range and thresholds to delineate on-time are
user-specified. The Dashboard program (P80D350) uses the data from the Supplier
On-Time Delivery Aggregate table instead of accessing the data directly from the
Purchase Order Detail File table for performance reasons; therefore, you should run
the Supplier On-Time Delivery program daily.
On-time deliveries are those shipments for which the value in the Actual Receipt Date
field is equal to the value in the Requested Receipt Date field. The system calculates
the on-time delivery percentage for a specified date range as the number of receipts
planned that were actually received on the planned date divided by the total number
of receipts.
Early deliveries are shipments for which the value in the Actual Receipt Date field is
less than the value in the Requested Receipt Date field. The system calculates the early
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delivery percentage for a specified date range as the number of receipts planned that
were actually received before the planned date divided by the total number of receipts.
Late deliveries are shipments for which the value in the Actual Receipt Date field is
greater than the value in the Requested Receipt Date field. The system calculates the
late delivery percentage for a specified date range as the number of receipts planned
that were actually received later than the planned date divided by the total number of
receipts. If no value is in the Actual Receipt Date field and the value in the Requested
Receipt Date field is in the past, the system considers the delivery late.
If you specify threshold days values in the processing options of the Supplier On-Time
Delivery program, the system adds or subtracts the value to the value in the Requested
Receipt Date field.

3.7.7 Analyzing On-Time Delivery
Access the appropriate metric group on the Plant Manager's Dashboard form.
Manufacturers plan acquisitions of materials to coincide with production schedules.
Manufacturers do not want to hold extra raw materials in inventory or run short of
critical materials. A key part of effective supply chain management is the relationship
between manufacturer and supplier. If a supplier is unable to live up to delivery
commitments, the manufacturer will be forced to seek alternative sources for raw
materials. Suppliers must be reliable in terms of delivering materials on schedule;
early deliveries are not desirable because they increase the average inventory levels.
Some manufacturers penalize suppliers for failure to deliver on time.
The On-Time Delivery metric focuses on suppliers who frequently fail to deliver
materials on time. The system provides supplier delivery performance for a
user-specified range of dates.
Note:

You cannot define a goal for the On-Time Delivery metric.

The system displays the On-Time Delivery metric as a grid with a line for each
supplier whose delivery performance falls below the specified percentage:
Figure 3–22 Supplier On Time Delivery grid
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See Also:
■

Supplier On-Time Delivery Aggregate Table.

3.7.8 Setting Processing Options for the Supplier Pass Quality Performance Program
(R80D252)
Processing options enable you to specify the default processing for the Supplier Pass
Quality Performance program.

3.7.8.1 Process
These processing options control the threshold level and number of days that the
system uses to load data.
1. Pass Quality Threshold

Enter a number that denotes the threshold for considering supplier quality acceptable.
The system considers any supplier quality within the threshold range acceptable.
2. Number of Days to Rebuild

Enter the number of days the system uses to rebuild the data when running
incremental loads. The system starts with the current date and counts back the number
of days specified to load data.
If this processing option is left blank, the system runs a full build.

3.7.8.2 Display
This processing option controls the print output.
1. Level of Detail to Print

Specify whether the system prints a detailed report or errors only. Values are:
■
■

Blank: The system prints errors only.
1: The system prints a detailed report of the processed records and any errors that
occurred.

3.7.9 Running the Supplier Pass Quality Performance Program (R80D252)
Enter BV in the Fast Path field, and then enter R80D252 in the Batch Application field.
The Supplier Pass Quality Performance program (R80D252) calculates the pass
percentage for each purchase order receipt by taking the quantity put into inventory
divided by the quantity received from the supplier. The system then counts the
number of receipts for each supplier whose pass percentage falls below the
user-defined threshold. The system stores the count in the Supplier Pass Quality
Aggregate table (F80D252). The system calculates the pass percentage only for all
receipts that result in material going into inventory. The system calculates Pass Quality
for fully received purchase orders only; therefore, a value must be entered in the
Actual Receipt Date field.
The system uses receipt routing functionality when analyzing
the quality performance of a supplier.

Note:

3.7.10 Analyzing Pass Quality
Access the appropriate metric group on the Plant Manager's Dashboard form.
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The Pass Quality metric trend enables manufacturers to analyze the materials received
from suppliers and determine where the suppliers fail to meet quality requirements.
Manufacturers order sufficient quantities of material to support production plans.
Shortages of materials can disrupt production plans and put the ability to ship on-time
to customers at risk.
Pass Quality measures how frequently the manufacturer must reject a significant
percentage of the materials received from a supplier. For example, if the manufacturer
orders 100 units and receives 100 units, of which 10 are rejected for quality purposes,
the pass quality percentage on the receipt is 90. Consistent supplier performance at the
90–percent level can be devastating to a manufacturer, especially if the supplier is the
source of key raw materials. The pass percentage is the percentage of acceptable
product received on a purchase order.
Inspecting material received from suppliers is very expensive for manufacturers, so
consistent high quality is essential to reduce inspection time. The Pass Quality metric
trend draws attention to suppliers whose quality performance is questionable.
Managers can analyze which materials the supplier has the most problems with and
take directed actions to solve the problems. If a supplier cannot improve quality
problem areas, the manufacturer can change suppliers to get the desired quality.
Note:

You cannot define a goal for the Pass Quality metric.

The system presents the Pass Quality metric as a grid with a line for each supplier
whose pass percentage has fallen below the threshold:
Figure 3–23 Pass Quality grid

See Also:
■

Supplier Pass Quality Aggregate Table.
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Appendix: JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Plant
Manager's Dashboard Table Mappings

A

This appendix contains the following topics:
■

Section A.1, "Table Mappings for JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Plant Manager's
Dashboard"
See Also:
■

Monitoring Operational Metrics.

A.1 Table Mappings for JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Plant Manager's
Dashboard
Tables from other JD Edwards EnterpriseOne systems are the source tables for many of
the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Plant Manager's Dashboard tables.

A.1.1 Sales Order Fact Table
This table lists the Sales Order Fact table (F80D010) Data Dictionary (DD) items, the
source tables and fields, and additional information about the DD items:

DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information

DOCO

Order
Number

Y

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

DOCO

N/A

DCTO

Order Type

Y

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

DCTO

N/A

KCOO

Order
Company

Y

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

KCOO

N/A

LNID

Line Number

Y

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

LNID

N/A

AN8

Address
Number

N/A

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

AN8

N/A

ITM

Short Item
Number

N/A

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

ITM

N/A
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DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information

MCU

Business Unit

N/A

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

MCU

N/A

EMCU

Header
Business Unit

N/A

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

EMCU

N/A

CO

Company

N/A

N/A

N/A

Lookup to the
Business Unit
Master table
(F0006) for DD
Item EMCU then
get associated
company.

SHAN

Ship To
Number

N/A

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

SHAN

N/A

AEXP

Extended
Price

N/A

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

AEXP

N/A

CAEXP

Extended
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated field
which will include
additional charges
such as detached
adjustments.

CBACK

Backorder
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated field
which will not
include additional
charges.

CADTC

Additional
Charge

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated field
which will include
additional charges.
CADTC is for
information only.

SOQS

Quantity
Shipped

N/A

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

SOQS

N/A

SOBK

Quantity
Backordered

N/A

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

SOBK

N/A

UOM

Transaction
Unit of
Measure

N/A

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

UOM

N/A

UOM1

Primary Unit
of Measure

N/A

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

UOM1

N/A

TRDJ

Order Date

N/A

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

TRDJ

N/A

DRQJ

Request Date

N/A

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

DRQJ

N/A
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DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information

PDDJ

Scheduled
Pick Date

N/A

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

PDDJ

N/A

RSDJ

Promised
N/A
Delivery Date

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

RSDJ

N/A

IVD

Invoice Date

N/A

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

IVD

N/A

PPDJ

Promised
Ship Date

N/A

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

PPDJ

N/A

ADDJ

Actual Ship
Date

N/A

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

ADDJ

N/A

CNDJ

Cancel Date

N/A

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

CNDJ

N/A

DGL

GL Date

N/A

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

DGL

N/A

LTTR

Last Status

N/A

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

LTTR

N/A

NXTR

Next Status

N/A

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

NXTR

N/A

CRCD

Currency
Code

N/A

Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

CRCD

Calculated field
which will be
converted to the
default data
currency code.

USER

User ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated field for
audit information.

PID

Program ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated field for
audit information.

MKEY

Machine Key

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated field for
audit information.

UTIME

Update Date
and Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated field for
audit information.

URCD

User Reserve
Code

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URDT

User Reserve
Date

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAT

User Reserve
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAB

User Reserve
Number

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URRF

User Reserve
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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A.1.2 Days Sales Outstanding Aggregate Table
This table lists the Days Sales Outstanding Aggregate table (F80D200) Data Dictionary
(DD) items, the source tables and fields, and information about DD items:

DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Information
Source Table DD Item

PRDJ

Processing
Date

Y

N/A

N/A

Current date

MCU

Business Unit

Y

Customer
Ledger
(F03B11)

MCU

N/A

AN8

Address
Number

Y

Customer
Ledger
(F03B11)

AN8

N/A

AAP

Open Amount N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field which
can require
currency
conversion.

PDSO

Days Sales
Outstanding

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field

ADS

Average Daily N/A
Sales

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field

USER

User ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

PID

Program ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

MKEY

Machine Key

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

UTIME

Update Date
and Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

URCD

User Reserved N/A
Code

N/A

N/A

N/A

URDT

User Reserved N/A
Date

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAT

User Reserved N/A
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAB

User Reserved N/A
Number

N/A

N/A

N/A

URRF

User Reserved N/A
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

A.1.3 Days Payable Outstanding Aggregate Table
This table lists the Days Payable Outstanding Aggregate table (F80D201) Data
Dictionary (DD) items, the source tables and fields, and information about DD items:
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DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information

PRDJ

Processing
Date

Y

Accounts
Payable
Ledger
(F0411)

DGJ

N/A

MCU

Business Unit

Y

Accounts
Payable
Ledger
(F0411)

MCU

N/A

ITM

Short Item
Number

Y

Accounts
Payable
Ledger
(F0411)

ITM

N/A

COGS

Cost of Goods N/A
Sold

General
Ledger
Aggregate
(F80D221)

AA

Calculated
field is the
total amount
for the
selected
accounts over
the last 12
months.

PDPO

Days Payable
Outstanding

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field

USER

User ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

PID

Program ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

MKEY

Machine Key

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

UTIME

Update Date
and Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

URCD

User Reserved N/A
Code

N/A

N/A

N/A

URDT

User Reserved N/A
Date

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAT

User Reserved N/A
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAB

User Reserved N/A
Number

N/A

N/A

N/A

URRF

User Reserved N/A
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

A.1.4 Cash to Cash Cycle Time Aggregate Table
This table lists the Cash to Cash Cycle Time Aggregate table (F80D202) Data
Dictionary (DD) items, the source tables and fields, and information about DD items:
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DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information

PRDJ

Processing
Date

Y

N/A

N/A

Current date

MCU

Business Unit

Y

Days Sales
Outstanding
Aggregate
(F80D200)

MCU

N/A

PDSO

Days Sales
Outstanding

N/A

Days Sales
Outstanding
Aggregate
(F80D200)

PDSO

Average
aggregated

PDSI

Days Sales in
Inventory

N/A

Inventory
Aggregate
(F80D220)

PDSI

Average
aggregated

PDPO

Days Payable
Outstanding

N/A

Days Payable
Outstanding
Aggregate
(F80D201)

PDPO

Average
aggregated

CCCT

Cash to Cash
Cycle Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field

USER

User ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

PID

Program ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

MKEY

Machine Key

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

UTIME

Update Date
and Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

URCD

User Reserved N/A
Code

N/A

N/A

N/A

URDT

User Reserved N/A
Date

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAT

User Reserved N/A
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAB

User Reserved N/A
Number

N/A

N/A

N/A

URRF

User Reserved N/A
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

A.1.5 On Time Shipment Customer Request Date Aggregate Table
This table lists the On Time Shipment Customer Request Date Aggregate table
(F80D210) Data Dictionary (DD) items, the source tables and fields, and information
about DD items:
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DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information

PRDJ

Processing
Date

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

ADDJ

N/A

MCU

Business Unit

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

MCU

N/A

AN8

Address
Number

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

AN8

N/A

ITM

Short Item
Number

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

ITM

N/A

EYCT

Early Sales
Order Count

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field

OTCT

On Time
Sakes Order
Count

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field

LATECT

Late Sales
Order Count

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field

USER

User ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

PID

Program ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

MKEY

Machine Key

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

UTIME

Update Date
and Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

URCD

User Reserve
Code

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URDT

User Reserve
Date

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAT

User Reserve
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAB

User Reserve
Number

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URRF

User Reserve
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

A.1.6 On Time Shipment Promise Ship Date Aggregate Table
This table lists the On Time Shipment Promise Ship Date Aggregate table (F80D211)
Data Dictionary (DD) items, the source tables and fields, and information about DD
items:
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DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information

PRDJ

Processing
Date

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

ADDJ

N/A

MCU

Business Unit

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

MCU

N/A

AN8

Address
Number

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

AN8

N/A

ITM

Short Item
Number

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

ITM

N/A

EYCT

Early Sales
Order Count

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field

OTCT

On Time Sales N/A
Order Count

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field

LATECT

Late Sales
Order Count

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field

USER

User ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

PID

Program ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

MKEY

Machine Key

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

UTIME

Update Date
and Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

URCD

User Reserve
Code

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URDT

User Reserve
Date

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAT

User Reserve
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAB

User Reserve
Number

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URRF

User Reserve
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

A.1.7 Past Due Aggregate Table
This table lists the Past Due Aggregate table (F80D212) Data Dictionary (DD) items,
the source tables and fields, and information about DD items:
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DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information

PRDJ

Processing
Date

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

ADDJ

N/A

MCU

Business Unit

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

MCU

N/A

ITM

Short Item
Number

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

ITM

N/A

PDUEAA

Past Due
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field

PDUECT

Past Due Line N/A
Count

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field

USER

User ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

PID

Program ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

MKEY

Machine Key

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

UTIME

Update Date
and Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

URCD

User Reserve
Code

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URDT

User Reserve
Date

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAT

User Reserve
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAB

User Reserve
Number

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URRF

User Reserve
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

A.1.8 Back Order Aggregate Table
This table lists the Back Order Aggregate table (F80D213) Data Dictionary (DD) items,
the source tables and fields, and information about DD items:

DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Information
Source Table DD Item

PRDJ

Processing
Date

Y

N/A

N/A

Current date

MCU

Business Unit

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

MCU

N/A
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DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information

ITM

Short Item
Number

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

ITM

N/A

BOAA

BackOrder
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field

BOCN

BackOrder
Count

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field

USER

User ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

PID

Program ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

MKEY

Machine Key

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

UTIME

Update Date
and Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

URCD

User Reserve
Code

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URDT

User Reserve
Date

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAT

User Reserve
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAB

User Reserve
Number

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URRF

User Reserve
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

A.1.9 Variance Table
This table lists the Variance table (F80D214) Data Dictionary (DD) items, the source
tables and fields, and information about DD items:

DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information

PRDJ

Processing
Date

Y

N/A

N/A

Current date

MCU

Business Unit

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

MCU

N/A

ITM

Short Item
Number

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

ITM

N/A

VARN

Sales Variance N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field

BORDCT

Order Lines
N/A
Booked Count

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field
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DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information

USER

User ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

PID

Program ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

MKEY

Machine Key

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

UTIME

Update Date
and Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

URCD

User Reserve
Code

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URDT

User Reserve
Date

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAT

User Reserve
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAB

User Reserve
Number

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URRF

User Reserve
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

A.1.10 Book to Ship Aggregate Table
This table lists the Book to Ship Aggregate table (F80D215) Data Dictionary (DD)
items, the source tables and fields, and information about DD items:

DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Information
Source Table DD Item

PRDJ

Processing
Date

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

ADDJ

N/A

ITM

Short Item
Number

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

ITM

N/A

BSHDY

Book to Ship
Days

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field

ORDSH

Number of
Orders
Shipped

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field

USER

User ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

PID

Program ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

MKEY

Machine Key

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.
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DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information

UTIME

Update Date
and Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

URCD

User Reserve
Code

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URDT

User Reserve
Date

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAT

User Reserve
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAB

User Reserve
Number

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URRF

User Reserve
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

A.1.11 Inventory Aggregate Table
This table lists the Inventory Aggregate table (F80D220) Data Dictionary (DD) items,
the source tables and fields, and information about DD items:

DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Information
Source Table DD Item

PRDJ

Processing
Date

Y

N/A

N/A

MCU

Business Unit

Y

Item Location MCU
File (F41021)

N/A

ITM

Short Item
Number

Y

Item Location ITM
File (F41021)

N/A

COGS

Cost of Goods N/A
Sold

General
Ledger
Aggregate
(F80D221)

AA

Calculated
field is the
sum of the
amounts from
the F80D221.

PDSI

Days Sales in
Inventory

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field which
can require
currency
conversion
and unit of
measure
conversion.

ITU

Inventory
Turns

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field which
can require
currency
conversion
and unit of
measure
conversion.

USER

User ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.
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DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information

PID

Program ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

MKEY

Machine Key

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

UTIME

Update Date
and Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

URCD

User Reserve
Code

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URDT

User Reserve
Date

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAT

User Reserve
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAB

User Reserve
Number

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URRF

User Reserve
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

A.1.12 General Ledger Aggregate Table
This table lists the General Ledger Aggregate table (F80D221) Data Dictionary (DD)
items, the source tables and fields, and information about DD items:

DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Information
Source Table DD Item

PRDJ

Processing
Date

Y

N/A

N/A

Current date

MCU

Business Unit

Y

Item Ledger
(F4111) or
Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

MCU

The system
uses the F4111
table when
you run the
R80D221A
program and
the F4211
table when
you run the
R80D221B
program.

ITM

Short Item
Number

Y

Item Ledger
(F4111) or
Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

ITM

The system
uses the F4111
table when
you run the
R80D221A
program and
the F4211
table when
you run the
R80D221B
program.
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DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

AA

Amount

N/A

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information
Item Ledger
(F4111) or
Sales Order
Detail File
(F4211)

N/A

The system
uses the F4111
table when
you run the
R80D221A
program and
the F4211
table when
you run the
R80D221B
program. The
system uses
the PAID data
item if you
run the
R80D221A
program and
the ESCT data
item if you
run the
R80D221B
program.
Calculated
field which
will be
converted to
the default
data currency
code.

USER

User ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

PID

Program ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

MKEY

Machine Key

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

UTIME

Update Date
and Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

URCD

User Reserve
Code

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URDT

User Reserve
Date

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAT

User Reserve
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAB

User Reserve
Number

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URRF

User Reserve
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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A.1.13 On Time Manufacturing Production Completions Table
This table lists the On Time Manufacturing Production Completions table (F80D230)
Data Dictionary (DD) items, the source tables and fields, and information about DD
items:

DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Information
Source Table DD Item

DRQJ

Request Date

Y

Work Order
Master File
(F4801)

STRX

Processing
date

ITM

Short Item
Number

Y

Work Order
Master File
(F4801)

ITM

N/A

MCU

Business Unit

Y

Work Order
Master File
(F4801)

MCU

N/A

LWOC

Late Work
Order Count

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field.

EWOC

Early Work
Order Count

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field.

OTWOC

On Time
Work Order
Count

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field.

USER

User ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

PID

Program ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

MKEY

Machine Key

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

UPMJ

Date Updated N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

TDAY

Time of Day

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

URCD

User Reserve
Code

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URDT

User Reserve
Date

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAT

User Reserve
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAB

User Reserve
Number

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URRF

User Reserve
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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A.1.14 Manufacturing Production Costings Table
This table lists the Manufacturing Production Costings table (F80D231) Data
Dictionary (DD) items, the source tables and fields, and information about DD items:

DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Information
Source Table DD Item

DRQJ

Request Date

Y

Work Order
Master File
(F4801)

DRQJ

Processing
date

MCU

Business Unit

Y

Work Order
Master File
(F4801)

MCU

N/A

ITM

Short Item
Number

Y

Work Order
Master File
(F4801)

ITM

N/A

AN8

Address
Number

N/A

Work Order
Master File
(F4801)

AN8

N/A

DFCC

Default
Currency

N/A

Work Order
Master File
(F4801)

DFCC

N/A

PLAT

Planned
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field.

CPAT

Completed
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field.

USER

User ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

PID

Program ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

MKEY

Machine Key

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

UPMJ

Date Updated N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

TDAY

Time of Day

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

URCD

User Reserve
Code

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URDT

User Reserve
Date

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAT

User Reserve
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAB

User Reserve
Number

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URRF

User Reserve
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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A.1.15 Booked Orders Aggregate Table
This table lists the Booked Orders Aggregate table (F80D240) Data Dictionary (DD)
items, the source tables and fields, and information about DD items:

DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Information
Source Table DD Item

PRDJ

Processing
Date

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

TRDJ

N/A

EMCU

Header
Business Unit

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

EMCU

N/A

AN8

Address
Number

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

AN8

N/A

ITM

Short Item
Number

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

ITM

N/A

BORV

Booked Order N/A
Revenue

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field.

USER

User ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

PID

Program ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

MKEY

Machine Key

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

UTIME

Update Date
and Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

URCD

User Reserve
Code

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URDT

User Reserve
Date

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAT

User Reserve
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAB

User Reserve
Number

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URRF

User Reserve
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

A.1.16 Shipped Orders Aggregate Table
This table lists the Shipped Orders Aggregate table (F80D241) Data Dictionary (DD)
items, the source tables and fields, and information about DD items:
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DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information

PRDJ

Processing
Date

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

ADDJ

N/A

EMCU

Header
Business Unit

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

EMCU

N/A

AN8

Address
Number

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

AN8

N/A

ITM

Short Item
Number

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

ITM

N/A

SHRV

Shipped
Order
Revenue

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field.

USER

User ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

PID

Program ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

MKEY

Machine Key

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

UTIME

Update Date
and Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

URCD

User Reserve
Code

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URDT

User Reserve
Date

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAT

User Reserve
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAB

User Reserve
Number

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URRF

User Reserve
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

A.1.17 Projected Revenue Aggregate Table
This table lists the Projected Revenue Aggregate table (F80D242) Data Dictionary (DD)
items, the source tables and fields, and information about DD items:

DD Item
PRDJ

DD Item
Description
Processing
Date

Key
Y

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information
Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

PPDJ
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DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information

EMCU

Header
Business Unit

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

EMCU

N/A

AN8

Address
Number

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

AN8

N/A

ITM

Short Item
Number

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

ITM

N/A

PRRV

Projected
Revenue

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field.

USER

User ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

PID

Program ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

MKEY

Machine Key

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

UTIME

Update Date
and Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

URCD

User Reserve
Code

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URDT

User Reserve
Date

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAT

User Reserve
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAB

User Reserve
Number

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URRF

User Reserve
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

A.1.18 Backlog Aggregate Table
This table lists the Backlog Aggregate table (F80D243) Data Dictionary (DD) items, the
source tables and fields, and information about DD items:

DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Information
Source Table DD Item

PRDJ

Processing
Date

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

TRDJ

N/A

EMCU

Header
Business Unit

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

EMCU

N/A

ITM

Short Item
Number

Y

Sales Order
Fact
(F80D010)

ITM

N/A
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DD Item

DD Item
Description

BCKV

Backlog Value N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field.

USER

User ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

PID

Program ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

MKEY

Machine Key

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

UTIME

Update Date
and Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

URCD

User Reserve
Code

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URDT

User Reserve
Date

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAT

User Reserve
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAB

User Reserve
Number

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URRF

User Reserve
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Key

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information

A.1.19 Supplier On-Time Delivery Aggregate Table
This table lists the Supplier On-Time Delivery Aggregate table (F80D250) Data
Dictionary (DD) items, the source tables and fields, and information about DD items:

DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Information
Source Table DD Item

PRDJ

Processing
Date

Y

Purchase
Order Detail
File (F4311)

ADDJ

N/A

MCU

Business Unit

Y

Purchase
Order Detail
File (F4311)

MCU

N/A

AN8

Address
Number

Y

Purchase
Order Detail
File (F4311)

AN8

N/A

RECVE

Number of
Receipts
Received
Early

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field.

RECVOT

Number of
Receipts
Received On
Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field.
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DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information

RECVL

Number of
N/A
Receipts
Received Late

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field.

USER

User ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

PID

Program ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

MKEY

Machine Key

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

UTIME

Update Date
and Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

URCD

User Reserve
Code

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URDT

User Reserve
Date

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAT

User Reserve
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAB

User Reserve
Number

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URRF

User Reserve
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

A.1.20 Material Lead Time Exception Aggregate Table
This table lists the Material Lead Time Exception Aggregate table (F80D251) Data
Dictionary (DD) items, the source tables and fields, and information about DD items:

DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information

PRDJ

Processing
Date

Y

Purchase
Order Detail
File (F4311)

ADDJ

N/A

MCU

Business Unit

Y

Purchase
Order Detail
File (F4311)

MCU

N/A

ITM

Short Item
Number

Y

Purchase
Order Detail
File (F4311)

ITM

N/A

AN8

Address
Number

Y

Purchase
Order Detail
File (F4311)

AN8

N/A

RLTD

Received
Lead Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field.
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DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information

RECLTE

Number of
Lead Time
Exceptions Longer

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field.

RECSTE

Number of
Lead Time
Exceptions Shorter

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field.

RECV

Number of
Receipts
Received

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field.

USER

User ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

PID

Program ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

MKEY

Machine Key

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

UTIME

Update Date
and Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

URCD

User Reserve
Code

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URDT

User Reserve
Date

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAT

User Reserve
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAB

User Reserve
Number

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

URRF

User Reserve
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

A.1.21 Supplier Pass Quality Aggregate Table
This table lists the Supplier Pass Quality Aggregate table (F80D252) Data Dictionary
(DD) items, the source tables and fields, and information about DD items:

DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Information
Source Table DD Item

PRDJ

Processing
Date

Y

Purchase
Order
Receiver File
(F43121)

RCDJ

N/A

MCU

Business Unit

Y

Purchase
Order
Receiver File
(F43121)

MCU

N/A
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DD Item

DD Item
Description

Key

Source Table Additional
Source Table DD Item
Information

AN8

Address
Number

Y

Purchase
Order
Receiver File
(F43121)

AN8

N/A

ITM

Short Item
Number

Y

Purchase
Order
Receiver File
(F43121)

ITM

N/A

TNRC

Total Number N/A
of Receipts

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field

NFRC

Number of
Failed
Receipts

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field

USER

User ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

PID

Program ID

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

MKEY

Machine Key

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

UTIME

Update Date
and Time

N/A

N/A

N/A

Calculated
field for audit
information.

URCD

User Reserved N/A
Code

N/A

N/A

N/A

URDT

User Reserved N/A
Date

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAT

User Reserved N/A
Amount

N/A

N/A

N/A

URAB

User Reserved N/A
Number

N/A

N/A

N/A

URRF

User Reserved N/A
Reference

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Glossary
Address Book
A number that identifies an entry in the JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Address Book
system, such as employee, applicant, participant, customer, supplier, tenant, or
location. The address must be set up in the Address Book Master table (F0101).
Branch/Plant
An alphanumeric code that identifies a separate entity within a business for which you
want to track costs. For example, a business unit might be a warehouse location, job,
project, work center, branch, or plant.
You can assign a business unit to a document, entity, or person for purposes of
responsibility reporting. For example, the system provides reports of open accounts
payable and accounts receivable by business unit to track equipment by responsible
department.
Use this code to refer to a branch or plant that might have departments or jobs, which
represent lower-level business units, subordinate to it. For example:
■

Branch/Plant (MMCU)

■

Dept A (MCU)

■

Dept B (MCU)

■

Job 123 (MCU)

Business unit security might prevent you from viewing information about business
units for which you have no authority.
Company
A code that identifies a specific organization, fund, or other reporting entity. The
company code must already exist in the Company Constants table (F0010) and must
identify a reporting entity that has a complete balance sheet. At this level, you can
have intercompany transactions.
Note: You can use company 00000 for default values such as dates and automatic
accounting instructions. You cannot use company 00000 for transaction entries.
Console
A central control or monitoring application for an enterprise software system. The
console enables you to quickly analyze and assess performance on key performance
indicators for your company.
Dashboard is synonymous with console in JD Edwards EnterpriseOne, however,
console is the preferred term.

Glossary-1

Customer Number

Customer Number
A number that identifies an entry in JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Foundation - Address
Book, such as employee, applicant, participant, customer, supplier, tenant, or location.
You can use this number to locate and enter information about the address book
record. If you enter a value other than the address book number (AN8), such as the
long address or tax ID, you must precede it with the special character that is defined in
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Foundation - Address Book constants. When the system
locates the record, it returns the address book number to the field.
For example, if address book number 4100 (Total Solutions) has a long address TOTAL
and an * distinguishes it from other entries (as defined in JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
Foundation - Address Book constants), you could type *TOTAL into the field, and the
system would return 4100.
Dashboard
See console.
Item Number
A number that the system assigns to an item. It can be in short, long, or third item
number format.
Product Family
Enter a value from UDC 41/P4 (Master Planning Family) that represents an individual
Product Group or the name of a list of Product Group. Some examples include:
■

Laser Printer

■

Inkjet

■

Fax

Complete this field to create a user-defined code for a product family.
Supplier
Enter a number that identifies an entry in JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Foundation Address Book, such as employee, applicant, participant, customer, supplier, tenant, or
location.
You can use this number to locate and enter information about the address book
record. If you enter a value other than the address book number (AN8), such as the
long address or tax ID, you must precede it with the special character that is defined in
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Foundation - Address Book constants. When the system
locates the record, it returns the address book number to the field. For example, if
address book number 4100 (Total Solutions) has a long address TOTAL and an *
distinguishes it from other entries (as defined in JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
Foundation - Address Book constants), you could type *TOTAL into the field, and the
system would return 4100.

Glossary-2
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A
actual to planned production costs,

on-time shipments to promise date, 3-22
overview, 3-11
past due order line amount, 3-25
past due order line count, 3-25
promise to request date variance, 3-28

3-33

B
Back Order Aggregate table (F80D213), A-9
backlog, 3-40
Backlog Aggregate table (F80D243), A-19
Backlog Processing program (R80D243)
processing options, 3-39
running, 3-40
Backorder Processing program (R80D213)
processing options, 3-13
running, 3-13
backorders, 3-14
Book to Ship Aggregate table (F80D215), A-11
book to ship days, 3-17
Book to Ship Days Processing program (R80D215)
processing options, 3-16
running, 3-16
booked orders, 3-38
Booked Orders Aggregate Data Load program
(R80D240)
processing options, 3-37
running, 3-38
Booked Orders Aggregate table (F80D240), A-17

C
cash and capital management
cash to cash cycle time, 3-4
days payable outstanding, 3-5
days sales in inventory, 3-7
days sales outstanding, 3-9
overview, 3-2
cash to cash cycle time, 3-4
Cash to Cash Cycle Time Aggregate table
(F80D202), A-5
Cash to Cash program (R80D202)
processing options, 3-3
running, 3-3
customer shipment performance
backorders, 3-14
book to ship days, 3-17
on-time shipments to customer request date, 3-19

D
Dashboard program (P80D350)
prerequisites, 3-1
days payable outstanding, 3-5
Days Payable Outstanding Aggregate table
(F80D201), A-4
Days Payable Outstanding Data Load program
(R80D201)
processing options, 3-5
running, 3-5
days sales in inventory, 3-7
days sales outstanding, 3-9
Days Sales Outstanding Aggregate program
(R80D200)
processing options, 3-9
running, 3-9
Days Sales Outstanding Aggregate table
(F80D200), A-4
display type, 1-2

F
F80D010 table,
F80D200 table,
F80D201 table,
F80D202 table,
F80D210 table,
F80D211 table,
F80D212 table,
F80D213 table,
F80D214 table,
F80D215 table,
F80D220 table,
F80D221 table,
F80D230 table,
F80D231 table,
F80D240 table,
F80D241 table,
F80D242 table,

A-1
A-4
A-4
A-5
A-6
A-7
A-8
A-9
A-10
A-11
A-12
A-13
A-15
A-16
A-17
A-17
A-18
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F80D243 table,
F80D250 table,
F80D251 table,
F80D252 table,

A-19
A-20
A-21
A-22

G
General Ledger Aggregate table (F80D221),
general ledger data loads, 2-7
goals, 1-2
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I
integrations, 1-3
Inventory Aggregate table (F80D220), A-12
Inventory Data Load program (R80D220)
processing options, 3-7
running, 3-7
inventory management effectiveness
inventory turns, 3-29
overview, 3-29
inventory turns, 3-29

L
load data
general ledger, 2-7
overview, 2-1

M
Manufacturing On Time Completions program
(R80D230)
processing options, 3-33
running, 3-34
manufacturing performance
actual to planned production costs, 3-33
on-time production completions, 3-35
overview, 3-31
Manufacturing Planned vs Actual Cost Variance
program (R80D231)
processing options, 3-31
running, 3-32
Manufacturing Production Costings table
(F80D231), A-16
Material Lead Time Exception Aggregate table
(F80D251), A-21
Material Lead Time Exception program (R80D251)
processing options, 3-46
running, 3-47
material lead time exceptions, 3-47
metric
goals, 1-2
type of display, 1-2

O
On Time Manufacturing Production Completions
table (F80D230), A-15
On Time Shipment Customer Request Date Aggregate
table (F80D210), A-6
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On Time Shipment Promise Ship Date Aggregate
table (F80D211), A-7
on-time delivery, 3-50
on-time production completions, 3-35
On-Time Shipment Customer Request Date Data
Load program (R80D210)
processing options, 3-18
running, 3-18
On-Time Shipment Promised Date Data Load
program (R80D211)
processing options, 3-20
running, 3-21
on-time shipments to customer request date, 3-19
on-time shipments to promise date, 3-22
overview, 1-1

P
pass quality, 3-51
Past Due Aggregate table (F80D212), A-8
past due order line amount, 3-25
past due order line count, 3-25
Past Due Processing program (R80D212)
processing options, 3-24
running, 3-24
Plant Manager's Dashboard
data loading, 2-1
integrations, 1-3
overview, 1-1
PMDPlant Manager's Dashboard, 1-1
prerequisites
Dashboard program (P80D350), 3-1
projected revenue, 3-42
Projected Revenue Aggregate table (F80D242), A-18
Projected Revenue Processing program (R80D242)
processing options, 3-41
running, 3-42
promise to request date variance, 3-28

R
R80D200 program
processing options,
running, 3-9
R80D201 program
processing options,
running, 3-5
R80D202 program
processing options,
running, 3-3
R80D210 program
processing options,
running, 3-18
R80D211 program
processing options,
running, 3-21
R80D212 program
processing options,
running, 3-24
R80D213 program

3-9

3-5

3-3

3-18

3-20

3-24

processing options, 3-13
running, 3-13
R80D214 program
processing options, 3-27
running, 3-28
R80D215 program
processing options, 3-16
running, 3-16
R80D220 program
processing options, 3-7
running, 3-7
R80D221C program
processing options, 2-8
running, 2-8
R80D230 program
processing options, 3-33
running, 3-34
R80D231 program
processing options, 3-31
running, 3-32
R80D240 program
processing options, 3-37
running, 3-38
R80D241 program
processing options, 3-43
running, 3-44
R80D242 program
processing options, 3-41
running, 3-42
R80D243 program
processing options, 3-39
running, 3-40
R80D250 program
processing options, 3-48
running, 3-49
R80D251 program
processing options, 3-46
running, 3-47
R80D252 program
processing options, 3-51
running, 3-51
revenue management
backlog, 3-40
booked orders, 3-38
overview, 3-37
projected revenue, 3-42
shipped revenue, 3-44

(F80D250), A-20
Supplier On-Time Delivery program (R80D250)
processing options, 3-48
running, 3-49
Supplier Pass Quality Aggregate table
(F80D252), A-22
Supplier Pass Quality Performance program
(R80D252)
processing options, 3-51
running, 3-51
supplier performance
material lead time exceptions, 3-47
on-time delivery, 3-50
overview, 3-45
pass quality, 3-51

T
table mappings, A-1

V
Variance Processing program (R80D214)
processing options, 3-27
running, 3-28
Variance table (F80D214), A-10

S
Sales Order Activity Data Load program (R80D221C)
processing options, 2-8
running, 2-8
Sales Order Fact table (F80D010), A-1
Shipped Orders Aggregate table (F80D241), A-17
Shipped Orders Processing program (R80D241)
processing options, 3-43
running, 3-44
shipped revenue, 3-44
Supplier On-Time Delivery Aggregate table
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